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BY SARAH GELMAN
Senior Staff Reporter
An editorial entitled "The
Cost of Vandalism" appeared in
April 8 edition of the Colle-i- m,
stating the editorial stated
the women's softball team had
recenay painted the Beta rock, and
k retribution for this act was se-v-e
vandalism of the softball
field. The Beta Theta Pi fraternity
currently following the proce-dur- es
stated in the Student Hand-t- o
for removing the editors in
cWef of the Collegian seniors
Uuren Johnston and David
Shargel for allegedly implying
Beta Theta Pi fraternity was
Holocaust poet shares
experience, page 1 1
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Miranda Schafer
As part of Sunday's Take Back the Night, students march in demonstration. Take Back the Night served as
i means for students to express experiences with or feelings toward sexual violence.
Betas file complaint against Collegian
Collegian editors claim complaint is unfounded, 'frivilous'
affiliated with this act of vandal-
ism.
The Collegian editorial
printed April 8 stated, "The retri-
bution for painting the Beta rock
was ridiculous. You went to the
softball field, built only last year,
and turned an amusing joke into a
matter of serious vandalism."
Steve Lian '00, President of Beta
Theta Pi, immediately wrote an e-m- ail
to the Collegian "demanding
an apology" for stating that the.
Betas vandalized the softball field.
Lian accused the Collegian of
printing libelous statements re-
garding Beta Theta Pi. "The Beta's
allegation of libel is completely
without merit," said Shargel.
The Beta Theta Pi fraternity
was advised to follow the guide-
lines for filing a complaint against
a student media organization found
in the Student Handbook, which
states, "Allegations raised about
activities of a media organization
must first be received by the Me-
dia Board in written form."
A complaint written by Lian
was sent to the Collegian April 13.
It stated the "real problem here is
the lack of respect shown to the
Betas as well as the display of bla-
tant irresponsibility on the part of
the article's author." Lian also
accused the Collegian of "textbook
slander." Lian's letter was in accor-se- e
COMPLAINT, page three
Waiting for Molly
show Friday, page 15
Men's lacrosse win-
ning streak, page 20
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Students criticize sexual assault policies
BY LAUREN JOHNSTON
Editor in Chief
An estimated 250 students,
mncenied bv the vaeue nature of
favon's policy on sexual harass
ment, assault and rape, gathered
last night at 11:30 in
Philomathesian to discuss a rec-
ently begun petition process
which calls for the creation of a
new, definitive policy akin to those
used by other colleges similar to
Kenyon.
A core group of the petition's
initiators, including seniors
Matilda Bode, Hilary Lowbridge
and Erica Vogelei, juniors Elinor
Goldsmith Greenburg, Kimberly
Irion, Aleta Katra, Monica Lai,
Michael Lewis and Erik Mazur,
sophomores Josie Bode, Jenny
Lawton, Katie Lillie and Emily
Van Hook and first-ye- ar students
Dana Ameson and Brant Russell,
began the meeting by presenting a
tentative proposal for the restruc-
turing process, titled for the present
as "S.A.F.E.: Movement for a
Sexual Assault Free Environment
at Kenyon College."
Members of the group
stressed the preliminary nature of
the suggestions they have orga-
nized thus far and said the purpose
of the meeting was to open the
floor to all students for further sug-
gestions in developing a proposal
to initiate changes in the college's
policies dealing with sex offenses.
They also stated this petition is in
reaction solely to the inefficacies
of the current polices and has not
been spurred by any one event.
"We want this to be of the stu-se- e
S.A.F.E., page four
Election results tallied
Five positions awarded uncontested
BY JENNY MCDEVITT
News Editor
Student Council began the
changing of the guard, preparing
for the 1999-200- 0 school year,
with last week's elections. Of
Kenyon's 1500 students, 499
voted.
Michael Lewis '00, elected
Student Council President with
46.3 percent of the student vote,
BY JENNY MCDEVITT
News Editor
James Marks, assistant sur-
geon general and director of the
national center for chronic disease
prevention and health promotion,
will speak at Kenyon Monday at
7:30 p.m., in a location still to be
determined.
Sponsored by the Student Medi-
cal Advisory Board and the Dyer So-
ciety, Marks' talk will focus on the in-teract- kxi
between society and health,
particularly dealing with how major
trends in society are setting the impor-
tant health issues for the next genera
will replace Kevin Pepper '99.
Michael Davis '00 and Nathan
Erickson '00 were also candidates
for president and received 37.1
percent and 10 percent of the vote,
respectively. Six percent of voters
chose to abstain.
Aaron Hamilton '01 will re-
place Laura Maestas '01 as Vice
President of Student Life.
Hamilton secured the victory with
see RESULTS, page two
Assistant Surgeon General
James Marks to speak
tion, according to Molly Boyce 01,
head of both the Advisory Board and
Dyer.
"As the 21 st century approaches,
these health care issues start to loom,
including tobacco laws, Medicare re-
form and welfare reform, all of which
have been discussed in national legis-
lature. It's important and appropriate
that we educate people about these is-
sues now, and see this as a great op-
portunity to do so on campus," said
Boyce.
Marks, who has worked for
the Center for Disease Control for
the past 20 years, was originally
see MARKS, page two
Friday Sunday
showers showers
high 67, low 52 high 63, low 49
Saturday Monday
rain showers
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Jensen, Mason named to endowed professorships
Oden and Will choose pair for outstanding
commitment to teaching, scholarship
Two of Kenyon's faculty
members have been named by
President Robert A. Oden Jr. and
Provost Katherine Haley Will to
endowed professorships. Pamela
Jensen, professor of political sci-
ence, will become Kenyon's first
Harry Clor Professor of Political
Science on July 1, 1999, while
Associate Professor of English
Theodore Mason Jr. will become
the second John B. McCoy-Ban- k
One Distinguished Teaching pro-
fessor at that time, as well. Both
chairs were established last year as
a result of "Claiming Our Place:
The Campaign for Kenyon," the
college's $100 million fund-raisin- g
effort
Jensen joined the Kenyon fac-
ulty in 1979 after teaching at the
University of Colorado and Lake
Forest College. A graduate of Kent
State University who has also
taught at Carleton College as a dis-
tinguished visitor, she earned her
doctorate at the University of Chi-
cago. In 1998, Jensen was pre-
sented with the Trustee Award for
Distinguished Teaching, which
cited "the grade and wit with
which she embodies what we
hold as ideal in the liberal arts."
She will hold the Clor chair for a
five year term.
"Choosing from his many de
serving and distinguished col-
leagues a worthy successor to
Harry Clor in the endowed chair
that will henceforth bear his name
was not an easy task," said Oden.
"We are especially pleased and
proud, however, that Pam
Jensen someone who represents
all we most honor in a teacher-schol- ar
has accepted this signal
honor. We are confident that she
will establish a suitably lofty stan-
dard for future incumbents of the
chair."
Will said, "In a faculty full of
people with incisive minds, Pam
Jensen stands out for the smart and
humane way she approaches both
subject matter and students.
Whether addressing her students
on Rousseau or her colleagues on
teaching, she is a spellbinding
speaker."
A member of the Kenyon fac-
ulty since 1988, Mason previously
taught at Trinity College in Con-
necticut, the University of Virginia
and held a visiting post at Mount
Holyoke College. He earned his
bachelor's degree from Wesleyan
University and his doctorate from
Stanford University. Mason, who
was awarded the McCoy-Ban- k
One Chair as the result of a com-
petitive process, will hold the po-
sition for four years.
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Pamela Jensen
Public Affairs
Said Oden, "Because the Col-
lege has chosen to define the
McCoy-Ban- k One Professor as a
person who will aid us in the all-import- ant
task of introducing new
faculty members to the distinctive
roles and responsibilities of
Kenyon professors, the chair car-
ries with it special demands and
recognition. With that in mind," he
said, "and in view of his excellent
proposal, we believe Ted Mason
will be the ideal McCoy-Ban- k One
Professor. We feel certain that his
history of service to the College
has prepared him to lead other fac
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Theodore Mason
Public Affairs
ulty members to embrace the high
standards of the men and women
who have taught our students with
dedication for 175 years."
Will said, 'Ted Mason's work
as chair of the Dissertation Fellow-
ship Committee has already marked
him as a faculty leader, a role he will
enlarge upon next year as chair of
the Tenure and Promotion Commit-
tee. As someone who recognizes the
ideal blend of scholarship and teach-
ing we seek to achieve at Kenyon,
he will be a wonderful mentor to
new faculty members."
Jensen is the first tenured fe
male professor to be named to
endowed chair at Kenyon, wti
Mason is tne iirst African Ann
can to hold such a position. In
proposal for the McCoy-Ban- k Oa
cnair, entitled "Local Cultur-
-
Textuality and Discourse Coma
nities: Writing and the LiberJ
Arts," Mason calls for a progra;
of public discussion, coUaborat
work and faculty mentoring.
The inaugural incumbent &
the McCoy-Ban- k One Distil,
guished Teaching Chair is Profeu
sor of the Classics Willie
McCulloh, who will retire froj
the faculty this summer after 3j
years of service. The professorst
was established with a $1.5 mi
lion gift from former Kenyon
board chair John McCoy and tit
Bank One Corporation.
The Clor Chair was create
with $1.5 million in cornmitment
from former students of the dis
tinguished professor, who joint:
Kenyon's political science faculr- -
in 1965. Clor, who has held tk
chair himself this year as theDis- -
languished Teaching Professor of
Political Science, will also retin
this summer.
Vandalized cars 'not a campus problem'
BY GRANT SCHULERT
Opinion Page Coordinator
Two cars owned by Kenyon
students have been vandalized in
College parking lots during the last
week, according to the Department
of Safety and Security.
Last Friday, a car was broken
into in the New Apartments lot.
However, there was no mention to
security staff members of any theft
On Monday, a car in the South
Lot was broken into, and a
Panasonic CD player and head-
phones were stolen. According to
Directer of Safety and Security
Dan Werner, there is evidence that
the car was searched for further
items but nothing else was reported
missing.
Security informed the
Sheriff's Department of both inci-
dents, although Werner said there
are no suspects and that further in-
vestigation is not likely.
"I do think its probably not
campus people," Wemer said. "A
lot of the problems we have are
people who come through, because
this is an open campus. We are
keeping an eye on things though
to see if the two incidents are re-
lated"
Werner said security is taking
measures to ensure the safety of
student automobiles. "We migh:
have three to four car break-ins- ;
in a year, so two in three days is
unusual." The measures security
is taking include additional pa
trols of the remote South lot
both by vehicle and on foot. He
added that recent work on thai
lot, including removing some fo
liage and fixing lights, has allowed
the department to keep a better tat
on cars.
He also suggested student
take measures to protect their
property by keeping valuables out
of sight, not leaving money in cars
and being sure to lock vehicles ar
all times.
Results: Student Council elections
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
49.5 percent of the vote, while Jess
Robinson '01 took 15.4 percent
and Matt Robinson '00 earned 17
percent. Eighteen percent ab-
stained from the vote.
Brent Shank '01, running un-
opposed as Vice President of Aca-
demic Affairs, received 70.9 per-
cent of the vote, while 29.1 per-
cent chose to abstain. He will re-
place Colin Yuckman '01 in the
position.
Chair of the Social Board re-
quired a run-of- f, as neither candi-
date received a majority of the
vote in the original poll. In the re-vot- e,
Torrey Androski '02 won
with 48.6 percent of the voters
while Elle Erickson '02 finished
with 38.9 percent. In the second
election, 12.5 percent of voters
abstained. Androski will replace
current Chair of the Social Board
Brian Goldman '01.
Llewellyn Jones '01 was
elected Treasurer with 57.9 per-
cent of the vote while his oppo-
nent, Nicholas Durlacher '00 re-
ceived 24.8 percent and 17.2 per-
cent of voters chose to abstain.
Jones will replace Nels
Christiansen '01 as Treasurer.
In an uncontested run for
Chair of Housing and Grounds,
Tyler Griffin '01 received 79.6
percent of the vote while 20.4 per-
cent of voters abstained. Griffin
will replace Christy Masterson '99
in the role.
Jeremy Suhr '02 will replace
Eric Bescak '99 as Chair of Stu-
dent Lectureships. Suhr, running
unopposed, secured 68.5 percent
of the vote as 3 1 .5 percent of vot-
ers abstained.
Justin Jones '01 will serve as
Chair of Safety and Security, with
72. 1 percent of the vote. Choos-
ing to abstain were 27.9 percent
of voters.
Dartesia Pitts '00 will serve
as Senate Co-Cha-ir next year, earn
ing74.3 percent of the vote in an u-
ncontested race. Abstaining voters tr
taled 25.7 percent Pitts will replace
Will Sugden 99 as Co-Cha-ir.
Marks:
speaking
on health
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
trained as a pediatrician. He com
Dieted medical school at the Uni
versity of Buffalo after receiving
an undergraduate degree in W
chology from Williams College-Mark- s
has won public health se-
rvice awards and also has done fieW
work in epidemiology, tracking
down diseases.
Following Marks' talk will be
a question and answer session-Refreshment- s
will be provided- -
Lgsjay. April 22, 1999
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The Collegian as it appeared April 25, 1989.
10 Years AgO, April 27, 1989: The National Science Found-
ation agreed to match Kenyon's $53,000 computer budget, ena-
bling the school to purchase 26 IBM computers for a new mathe-
matics classroom.
15 Years AgO, April 19, 1984: Kenyon's student literary
magazine, Hika, was awarded two first place Gold Circle Awards
from the Columbia Scholastic Press Association, or CPA. In 1984
the CPA received 10,498 entries. Hika was honored for a piece of
fiction written by Catherine Wiley '87 and for an interview with
Professor David Baker.
40 Years AgO, AprU 17, 1959: Kenyon's religion depart-
ment was awarded a competitive Lilly Foundation Grant. The grant
allowed the addition of Dr.Wolfgang Zucker, a former philosopher
of language educated at the University of Berlin and teaching in
the Religion department of Upsala College in East Orange, New
Jersey.
50 years AgO, April 22, 1949: As part of Kenyon's tradit-
ional Saturday Dance Weekend, the Collegian sponsored a beauty
contest. Eleven judges representing each Kenyon fraternity judged
the women and a Collegian representative cast the deciding vote.
Tie pageant master of ceremonies was Paul Newman '49.
The return
BY LAUREN JOHNSTON
Editor in Chief
After a long silence, Kenyon
MfegeTelevision, has once again be-Sff-le
an active campus organization.
taonfing to group co-he- ad Daniel
Mason 99, the members of KCTV
"hoping to run their show this
Sunday at 6 pm in Philander's Pub."
will be the group's first public
boning of the year.
The show will resemble a
'ws broadcast, feafjring a student
chor and several filmed clips.
scripted and filmed by the
Roup's members. Mason said the
?ipose of this show is primarily
1 show the campus what KCTV
: about and what sort of work they
dually do. As Mason will be
bating this year, he hopes to
the interest of younger mem-er- s
of the student body in the
TINY BRADSHAW
SIGNED FOR FORMAL
FRIDAY D-- W DANCE
of KCTV
hopes that the progress he has
made will be continued next year.
Although KCTV has yet to be
broadcast on the cable public access
channel, Mason is hopeful that goal
will be reached at some point dur-
ing the 1999-200- 0 school year.
Other members of the group
include Sam Franklin, George
Kambanis, Dean Simakis '02, co-he- ad
Roger Schwartz and Brooke
Weizermann. Simakis recognized
the large efforts of Mason in bring-
ing this project to fruition saying,
"Dan Mason has been working on
KCTV for his entire Kenyon Ca-
reer. I like to think of this show
as the culmination of his efforts."
KCTV was initiated by
Brendan Keefe '90 during the
1990-199- 1 school year as part of
an independent study project.
Since then the group has had spo-
radic periods of activity.
NEWS
Tibetan monks to create mandala
Students for a Free Tibet sponsors event in Olin next week
Tibetan monks from the
Drepung Loseling Monastery will
perform the sacred art of "dul-tson-kyil-kh- or,"
or "the mandala of col-
ored powders," in the atrium of the
Olin Library at Kenyon College
Monday through Friday. The la-
mas, sponsored by Students for a
Free Tibet, will be working on the
mandala from 2 to 8 p.m. each day.
The performance will begin
with an opening ceremony at 7
p.m. Monday, during which the
lamas will consecrate the atrium
with chanting, music and mantra
recitation. During the next four
Student Council rules on juniors
abroad and petitions for elections
BY JESSICA ANDRUSS
News Assistant
Student Council discussed
Sunday whether juniors going
abroad should be eligible to run
for Student Council office and
clarify existing handbook regu-
lations concerning elections.
Regarding abroad students,
the Council decided that students
considering a semester abroad
will be able to run for office, pro-
vided they state their plans in the
letter of intent that all candidates
must provide to the Council in
order to be listed on the ballot.
This would allow students to
know that the individual they
voted to be their president might
not fulfil that role the entire year.
This question of whether it
is appropriate for juniors plan-
ning to spend a semester off
campus to run for student gov-
ernment was brought to the fo-
rum this January when a junior
going abroad was replaced by a
student selected by the junior
Complaint: Betas v.
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
dance with the Student Handbook,
which urges that "disputes about
the activities of media organiza-
tions be resolved informally"
The Collegian responded to
Lian's letter Tuesday stating that
the editorial printed in the April 8
issue was not libelous in any way.
The Collegian's letter also stated
that "a closer examination of the
editorial shows that neither the
Betas or any particular fraternity
member was implicated in the act
of vandalism. Retribution for
painting the Beta rock could obvi-
ously have come from any one of
the 1500 students at Kenyon." The
Collegian requested that the com-
plaint be immediately withdrawn.
"I understand the points that
are made in the letter from the
Collegian, but my problem is that
The Kenyon
days, millions of grains of colored
sand will be painstakingly laid in
place in prescribed geometric
forms incorporating a multitude of
ancient spiritual symbols. The
Tan trie ritual creates an elaborate
cosmogram a symbolic map of
the Buddhist universe and the en-
lightened mind that is consid-
ered a potent object of contempla-
tion, purification and healing.
In a closing ceremony at 7 pjn.
Friday, the sands of the completed
mandala will be swept up and depos-
ited in the Kokosing River to carry its
healing blessing to the ocean.
'There's a reason why the whole class votes
for their president. It's not fair to put the class
committee in the position of choosing who
will lead the class without the class' input'
JadaTwedt'01
class committee, without the full
class election.
Sophomore class represen-
tative JadaTwedt '01 explained
the problem, saying, "There's a
reason why the whole class
votes for their president. It's not
fair to put the class committee
in the position of choosing who
will lead the class without the
class' input."
The decision to allow the
juniors uncertain of their plans
to run for class office is "not a
perfect system, but a workable
one," according to Council
president Kevin Pepper '99.
Vice President of Student
Life Laura Maestas '01 turned
the Council's attention to pos
they fail to meet our concerns at
all," said Lian in response to the
Collegian's letter. According to
Lian, Beta Theta Pi is working to
improve its image on campus, and
"the article strongly implies that
the softball team painted the Beta
rock and the Betas retaliated."
Shargel adamantly denies at-
tacking the Beta Theta Pi frater-
nity. "The Collegian has nothing
against fraternities. Fraternities are
criticized every day at Kenyon,
and targeting an organization like
the Collegian just seems like an
easy answer. Mr. Lian is trying to
blame us for damaging his
fraternity's reputation, and he
needs to understand that that is
simply not going to happen," said
Shargel.
Claudine Grunenwald, Direc-
tor of Student Activities, denied
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"Seeing something so amazing
and symbolic abeing created at
Kenyon and then knowing that it
is outlawed in Tibet is a strong
message," said organizer Julie
Foxworthy '01.
Founded in 1416 just outside
Lhasa, Tibet, Drepung Loseling
was once one of Tibet's largest
monasteries, bousing more than ten
thousand monks at its peak, before
the Chinese takeover.
The Olin Library is open from
8:30 a.m. to 2 a.m. The public is
welcome to come and observe the
monks at work at no charge.
sible clarifications to be included
in the election regulations pub-
lished annually in the Student
Activities Handbook. Among her
arguments was the insistence that
only potential voters be allowed
to sign petitions required by
those running for office. The
Council agreed that this inclu-
sion was necessary in the hand-
book.
The Council encourages all
interested peoples in running for
class offices as well as positions
on the Media and Judicial
Boards. Letters of intent are due
tomorrow in the SAC, and vot-
ing will occur Wednesday,
Thursday, and Friday of next
week.
Collegian
comment except to state that the
Media Board is currently follow-
ing the guidelines presented in the
Student Handbook.
If the matter is not resolved in
an informal way, the Handbook
states that the Media Board will
convene in order to take further ac-
tion. Lian said the Betas do plan to
take further action and have already
contacted lawyers to support their
allegations against the Collegian.
"I honestly cannot take the
prospect of actual legal action seri-
ously. I'm confident that any law-
yer worth his or her salt would im-
mediately see the frivolity behind
the Betas' complaint," said Shargel.
If Beta Theta Pi continues to
pursue their case, the resolution
could result in the dismissal of the
Collegian's editors in chief,.
Johnston and Shargel.
Collegian: we bring good things to life
!!
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S.A.F.E.: restructuring policy
CONTINUED FROM PAGE ONE
dents, by the students and for the
students," said Goldsmith
Greenburg. At this point, Kenyon
administrators have not been offi-
cially notified of these proceed-
ings, though Matilda Bode said she
believes they are aware of the pe-
tition.
Petitions "calling for a review
and change of the Kenyon College
sexual harassment and assault poli-
cies" were made available for stu-
dents by the core group to sign
during lunch and dinner at both
Peirce and Gund dining halls Mon-
day, Tuesday and yesterday as a
means of gauging student support
of the need to make changes in
existing policy, said Matilda Bode.
Last night's meeting began
with Russell's statement, "We're
here tonight to turn this over to ev-
eryone; we're not authorities any
more than you are." The prelimi-
nary policy was then read to the
audience and opened for critique.
Included in this tentative proposal
was a specifically described defi-
nition of sexual assault borrowed
from the Oberlin College assault
policy, see preliminary proposal
suggestions The "vague" wording
of the existing Kenyon policy was
a point of controversy for many
students involved in the movement
to rewrite it, and though there were
some problems with the Oberlin
definition, students seemed in fa-
vor of developing a more specifi-
cally outlined policy.
As written in the 1998-199- 9
student handbook, Kenyon policy
states, "Sexual harassment refers
to a broad range of unwanted be-
haviors that have sexual implica-
tions, or which are directed toward
the sex or gender of an individual,"
while the first line of the Oberlin
policy presented at the meeting
defines sexual assault immediately
as, "When a person engages in
unwanted genital contact, sexual
intercourse, fellatio, cunnilingus,
or penetration of anal or vaginal
areas with any object with another
person when any party involved
does not give full and free con-
sent" The nature of the language
is very different and it is a more
explicitly worded policy the stu-
dents present wished to employ.
"I don't know that I can nec-
essarily speak for the group, but I
think the vagueness of Kenyon's
policy can serve one of two pur-
poses," said Bode. " I think it gives
a broad definition so that you can
vf '".: - '.... . ;v
Jenny McDevitt
Dana Arneson '02, Katie Lillie '01 and seniors Matilda Bode and Hilary
Lowbridge on the S A.F.E. panel last night.
fit the policies when something
comes that maybe you wouldn't
have thought of, but I think it also
leaves a lot of room for there to be
loopholes and for things not to
happen. Our feeling right now is
that because the student perception
is that this isn't being taken seri-
ously, that we want to see firmer,
stricter guidelines."
The largest issues raised by
students attending the meeting in
regards to the proposed prelimi-
nary material was the lack of a set
definition of consent and specifi-
cally consent when one or both
partners have consumed any
amount of drugs or alcohol. Sev-
eral audience members were con-
cerned with inconsistencies exist-
ing between Kenyon policy and
Ohio state law, as well as the im-
portance of considering this issue
as a whole carefully before rush-
ing into action on one resolution
or another, to which the core mem-
bers responded that the goal of this
petition was not to change policy by
the time the seniors of 1999 graduate,
but rather to get the attention of the
student body and the administration
and to encourage proactive and open
discourse on the issue.
Bode said the next step in the
petition process will be to address
the administration directly "and ask
that they work with us to restruc-
ture policy. We don't want to send
a couple of concerned students to
sit on an administrative reevaluation
board, we want the administration
to come and work with us to restruc-
ture this in a way that we will see
our goals reached."
Because of the lateness of the
meeting, comments from the admin-
istration concerning their current
knowledge and opinions of the peti-
tion were unavailable at press time.
In un interview held prior to last
night's meeting Bode described the
manner in which the core group was
formed. "This is an issue that's impor-
tant to a tot of us, all for very different
reasons," she said "We all care about
it a great deal ... we talked and found
that there were a tot of other people
who felt the same way we did and de-
cided that we needed a change, and
the best way to do that was to do it
together."
In the same interview,
Lowbridge commented, "I think the
common bond is that what we see
is vagueness and problems with the
assault policy as it stands now at
Kenyon College, and we see that by
comparing it to the policies of other
schools. We aren't where we think
we should be with it" According to
Devon Higby '99, who compiled
research on the sexual assault
policies of institutions similar to
Kenyon, a folder has been put on
course reserve containing this re-
search and can be obtained and stud-
ied by any student
Group members noted that al-
though the policies of other schools
have been studied, the effective-
ness of these different policies has
not yet been researched. Other
schools considered include
Antioch, Bates, Colby, Colgate,
Denison, Grinell, Hamilton,
Harvard, Lawrence, LeMoyne,
Northwestern, Oberlin and
Swathmore.
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Tragedy strikes Colorado school, leaves numerous dead, injured
BY JULIE CAST, ERIC SLATER
AND STEPHEN BRAUN
the Los Angeles Times
LITTLETON, Colo. (AP) Laugh-
ing as they killed, two youths dad in
dark ski masks and long black coats
fired handguns at will and blithely
tossed pipe bombs into a crowd of
their terrified classmates Tuesday
inside a suburban high school south
west of Denver, littering halls with as
many as 25 bodies and wounding at
least 25 others. The gunmen, embit-
tered youths reportedly fascinated with
paramilitary culture, kept police sharp-
shooters at a distance for more man
four hours before they apparently used
their guns on themselves.
The day's horror mounted with
unrelieved dread, a grim cascade that
began with the startling clap ofexplo
sions and ended with a schoolbouse
transformed into a tomb. No Ameri-
can high school has seen so much vio-
lent death at the hands of its own chil-dre- n
and late into the night, the day's
reckoning was not yet done.
Teams of police SWAT officers
fanned slowly through Columbine
High School into the evening, comb-
ing the sprawling school grounds for
the last of the living and the dead a
search that left officials still uncertain
of the count of those killed. The first
police SWAT officers to reach the east-e- m
edge of the campus reported sight-
ing as many as 25 bodies. Among them,
officers radioed back, were the corpses
of the two suspects, found lying in the
school's library, the scene of the car-
nage.
Late Tuesday, police identified
seniors Dylan Kteboki and EricIIarris
as the killers. Police had Durst- -
reports that a third suspect jog
the two other heavily armed asai
ants as they burst into the scfoci'
building shortly after 1130am. n
lobbed several explosive deviu
But police later said the youth J
not being sought as an accon
plice but was being questjonail
about the motives of the two deal
suspects.
Preliminary Proposal Suggestions J
Movement for a Sexual Assault Free Environment
I. Definition of Sexual Assault
T? .1 r u: i i i. i irui me pmpuscs ui mis pjuposai, scxuai assaun nas oeen pre
liminarily defined as:
When a person engages in unwanted genital contact sexual inter
course, fellatio, cunnilingus or penetration of anal or vaginal areas
with any object with another person when any party involved doe;
not give full and free consent; when the victim's ability to appraise
a situation or control his or her own conduct is impaired; or tnrougt
the use of coercion, force, threat of force or by forcibly, deceitful.
or surreptitiously administering intoxicants. (Based on the defini
tion as put forth by Oberlin College)
II. Defining the Problem
Sexual assault and harassment are serious problems on it:
Kenyon College campus. The current sexual assault policies an:
procedures at Kenyon College do not provide a safe environmeii:
for students because they are both incomplete and ineffective. Hie
policies are incomplete because there are no definitive sentencing
guidelines. Offenses and penalties are too vaguely defined which
requires that sentences be imposed on a case by case basis. The pol-
icies are ineffective because when offenders are found guilty the pen
alties do not reflect the seriousness of the offenses. The environ
ment created is unsafe because Kenyon College has no explicit guide
lines that define a sex offender as a threat to the community. Fur
thermore, there is no policy which removes offenders from the cam
pus, even after a pattern of behavior has been established.
By supporting the current policies and procedures, the adminis- -
tration facilitates an enabling environment where men and women
do not believe that the College takes sexual assault seriously an
where victims are discouraged from filing formal complaints. As
result victims choose not to put themselvs through the perceived
ordeal of prosecuting their assailants through the College. Thus,
perpetrators are not penalized or effectively rehabilitated and they
continue to offend. This is a self propagating cycle that is detiimen
tal to our community and requires immediate action.
IH. Mission Statements:
1. To restructure the policies regarding sexual assault.
2. To clarify and strengthen the procedures for carrying out the sexual
assault policy at Kenyon College.
3. To make certain that the process of pressing formal charges of
sexual assault works and acts to protect the Kenyon College com
munity as a whole.
IV. Goals:
1. To have Kenyon College adopt policies and procedures that spe
cifically address sexual assault rather than treating it as a more sen
ous form of sexual harassment
7 Tci thnmiiphlv define sexual assault
3. To thoroughly define Kenyon College's response to a decision of
cuilL
4. To define patterns of behavior which are problematic andor dan- -
gerous, and define when a sex offender becomes a tnreai to uic w
munitv.
s Tn inrrpasp. awarp.np.w and conversation between administration
faculty and students about the sexual harassment and assault poli
cies and procedures.
Matilda Bode '99, Hilary Lowbridge '99, Erica Vogelei '99, Elinor
Goldsmith Greenburg '00, Kimberly Irion '00, Aleta Katra W
Monica Lai '00, Michael Lewis '00, Erik Mazur '00, Josie Bode
'01, Jenny Lawton '01, Katie Lillie '01, Emily Van Hook '01, Dana
Ameson '02, Brant Russel '02
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The following students and faculty memebers were honored at Honors Day last Thursday in Rosse Hall:
Henry G. Dalton Fellowship in American Studies Shaka Dingani Smart
Regents GraduateProfessional Fellowship Chonda Ranae Mitchell
Eppa Rixey III Memorial Scholarship Fund James Thomas Sheridan
George Hebert Mead Award Rebecca Jane Anderson, Molly Mitchell Westerman
Margaret Mead Award Frances Marie Black, Ann Kathleen Krier, Rachel Pauline Sheets
Olof Palme Award Stacy Anne Lewis
Margaret E. Leslie Prize in Drawing Pamela Ryan Maslen
Richard Kingan Liggitt Memorial Award in Art History Caroline Anne Donahue
Robert H. Hallstein Memorial Award in Art Virginia Carolyn Hyatt McBride, Hanna Elizabeth Levin, Emily Hamma Martin, Kathryn Elizabeth Norberg
Wycoff A. Sword Memorial Prize in Sculpture Kelsey Sauber Olds
Biology Independent Study Prize Jed William Henry, Laura Michelle Marx
Dorothy E. and Thomas C. Jegla Prize Molly Kathleen Boyce, Adam Douglass Marks
Maxwell Elliott Power Prize Grant Sanford Schulert
Robert Bowen Brown, Jr. Prize Melisa Louise Holman, Michael Emmerson Ward
Biology Award for Outstanding Service to the Department Joshua Caldwell Carrick, Heidi Sara Melbostad
American Chemical Society Award Mauricio Cortes, Harry Christopher Fry
American Chemical Society Junior Award Judith Marie Phillips
Chemical Rubber Company Chemistry Achievement Award Madeleine Beata Courtney-Brook- s, Janice E. Pour ,
Carl Djerassi Award in Chemistry Ndeye Khady Diop
George L. Brain Prize Christian Jordan Collins, Joseph Michael Fouse
Carl Diehl Prize in Latin Andrew Michael Duffy
Carl Diehl Prize in Greek Jason Thomas Apple, Jessica Paige Kerley
Economics Prize Susan Laura Kruman, Hoyden Patricia Smith
Robert Daniel Memorial Scholarship Emily Elizabeth Huigens, Todd Berke Juengling, Daniel Philip Torday
Philip Wocott Timberlake Freshman Award Caitlin Elizabeth Horrocks
Philip Wolcott Timberlake Scholarship Katherine Anne Bennett
Philip Wolcott Timberlake Memorial Prize Martha Faye Wallace Ruttle
Denham Sutcliffe Memorial Award Joseph Michael Fouse
Robert L. Baker Memorial Prize Helen Elizabeth Veit
Alan G. Goldsmith Memorial Prize Poppy Ann Fry, Shaka Dingani Smart, Thomas Hartley Young
Stuart Rice McGowan Prize in American History Jessica Diane Goldman
Richard F. Hettlinger Award Amber Dawn Howard, Kara Marie McClurken, Katherine Chandler Wallace
Reginald B . Allen Prize Heather Joy Mathews, Patrick James Schneider
J. R. Butz Mathematics Prize Erik Peter Christensen, Llewellyn Staughton Jones, Patrick James Schneider
Solomon R. S. Kasper Prize Erik Peter Christensen
Edward Harvey Prize Emily Ann Guy
Charles Singer Williams Prize in French Ndeye Khady Diop, Beth Elaine Shapinsky
Spanish Prize Jennifer Lynne Ashley
Sigrid Lanzrath Memorial Prize Brendan Aloysius Wilson-Barth- es
Italian Prize Christina Lynne Le Stage
Russian Prize Tyler Clark Bohm
Chinese Prize Julie Ann Lemmer, Erica Leigh Rail
Japanese Prize John Oliver Laughlin
Thomas B. and Mary M. Greenslade Award in Music Performance Jessica Ilean Allaby
David B. Perry Community Service Music Prize Rebecca Mary Hoyt
David B.Perry Senior Award in Music Meridith Lyn Eastman
Departmental Prize in Music Rebecca Mary Hoyt
Elbe H. Johnson Prize Bridget Callaghan Seall
John Chesnut Memorial Prize Elizabeth Gardner Dunning
Diamond-Storin- g Memorial Prize Allison Morrill Sladek
Psychology Prize Andrew White Shannon
Jeffrey S. Williams Memorial Award for Integrative Study Zachary Philip Florin
Simpson Prize Katherine Lynn Wingerter
Women's and Gender Study Prize Pamela Ryan Maslen
Robert J. Tomsich Science Award Melisa Louise Holman, Michael Levin
Faculty Award for Distinguished Accomplishment James Gerard Murray IV
George Gund Award Raimonda Kathryn Porter
Muriel C. Badbrook Prize Julia Ann Clifford, Jessica Ryan Daniels
John Crowe Ransom Poetry Prize Christopher O' Callaghan Cook
George B. Ogden Prize Katherine Lynn Wingerter
Propper Prize for Poetry Erin Kathleen Dowdy
Paul Newman Trophy Christopher Jackson Hall
Joanne Woodward Trophy Krista Michelle Apple
Ashford Memorial Award for Excellence in Dramatics BrigidSlipka
Dance Prize Darleen Ava Feldman
Jess WilliardFalkenstine Award Christine Elaine Breiner, Mathieu Maniet Classman, Shaka Dingani
Smart, Katherine Ann Varda
William A. Long Memorial Award John W. Anderson
D. Morgan Smith Award Sally Ann Elliott
Humanitarian Award Michael Josef Aidan Klein
Martin Luther King, Jr. Humanitarian Award Donald Rogan
Doris B.Crozier Award Emily Elizabeth Huigens
E. Malcolm Anderson Cup George Washington Ciuca
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Low turnout
The response of Kenyon's students to
Walesa's visit shows flaws in the
attitudes of our community.
The mediocre attendance and early departures from former Presi
dent Lech Walesa's lecture Tuesday night were disturbing.
The fact that hypnotist extraordinaire Tom DeLuca's largely
novelty-oriente- d presentation was able to draw more students than a
former president casts a sad light on the attitudes of Kenyon students,
But even worse than sparse attendance was the countless number
of students who noisily left the Ernst Center in the middle of President
Walesa's speech. This demonstrates not only a lack of respect among
Kenyon students, but also a sense that students here simply do not care
to hear what an influential world leader has to say.
Walesa himself told those in attendance that he is surprised by how
many Americans choose not to vote in elections or join political parties.
This apparent apathy was only emphasized by the students who simply
could not take an hour or two from their busy schedules to hear from
someone who really had something to say.
Interestingly, when Walesa recently visited Colby College - which
is similar in size to Kenyon - he managed not only to fill one auditorium,
but his lecture was simulcast via closed-circu- it T.V. to other packed
venues across campus. What does this say about Kenyon students?
And Walesa's lecture is only an example among many sparsely
attended events at Kenyon. Part of our education, away from the
classroom, is our ability to hear from the hundreds of speakers Kenyon
brings to Gambier each year. They are some of the most intelligent and
gifted people around, and ignoring them is ignoring a large part of what
this education is all about.
At one point during Walesa's lecture, as some students were
leaving, he said something to the effect that "it is you who is boring, not
me.
The electrician who transformed a nation could not have been
more correct. Last night, Kenyon students proved to a world leader that
they are, indeed, boring.
Office: Chase Tower at the top of Peirce Hall's main stairway
Mailing address: The Kenyon Collegian, Student Activities Center, Gambier, OH 43022.
Business address: P.O. Box 832, Gambier, OH 43022
E-m-
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The opinion page is a space for members of the community to discuss issues relevant
to the campus and the world at large. The opinions expressed on this page belong only
to the writer. Columns and letters to the editors do not reflect the opinions of the Kenyon
Collegian staff. Voice from the Tower is used when a member of the Kenyon Collegian
staff wishes to express a personal opinion apart from the staff as a whole. All members
of the community are welcome to express opinions through a letter to the editors. The
Kenyon Collegian reserves the right to edit all letters submitted for length and clarity.
The Collegian cannot accept anonymous or pseudonymous letters. Letters must be
signed by individuals, not organizations, and must be 200 words or less. Letters must
also be received no later than the Tuesday prior to publication. The Kenyon Collegian
prints as many letters as possible each weeksubject to space, interest and appropriateness.
Members of the editorial board reserve the right to reject any submission. The
Collegian also will consider publishing letters which run considerably beyond 200
words. If such a letter meets the above criteria of space, interest and appropriateness,
the author will be notified and the letter will be published as a guest column.
The Kenyon Collegian is published weekly while the college is in session, except
during examination and vacation periods. The views expressed in the paper do not
necessarily reflect the views of Kenyon College.
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Gays find a church of one
BY GIL D.REYES
Staff Columnist
How do you recognize a
Christian? By the cross worn
around hisher neck? The prayer
heshe utters before dinner? Both
are signs of spirituality, but neither
make a person a Christian. From
all the years that I went to church,
I learned that Christians are to be
recognizable through their
lifestyles. In other words, by lead-
ing a good Christian life, you are
an example to others.
My problem is that I have one
aspect of my life that prevents me
from being looked on as a Chris-
tian. If I go to Christian events on
campus I am often asked why I am
there, or I simply recieve strange
looks from those who know of me,
but don't know me. I don't know
why this happens, but I can only
assume that it is because I am an
outspoken queer activist.
Maybe I am jumping to con-
clusions regarding the nature of
Christianity on this campus, but I
know that the majority of Chris-
tian churches across the country do
not look favorably on homosexual
Christians. The church that I at-
tended with my family before
coming out, told me, and con-
vinced my parents, that you can't
be queer and Christian.
I've come out to his campus
as queer. Now I want to come out
as Christian. The problem is that I
disagree with the church.
When I began dealing with
I believe this is why it seems that so many
queers, raised in religious homes, end up
turning away from God. It is much easier to
give up your beliefs than to continue to be-
lieve you are the solo queer Christian.
my sexuality eight years ago, I
fully believed that homosexuality
was wrong. Believe me, I tried to
change, deny, hide ... whatever, but
found it impossible. I came to the
conclusion that I had been born
queer and therefore it must be part
of God's design and therefore it
must be okay. This logic seems
very simple to me, though it took
me a long time to work through.
Then I had to grapple with the
biblical references to homosexu-
ality. I had to evaluate the scrip-
ture quoted to me by my church
and my mother in attempts to
change my mind. Besides the fact
that there are numerous commands
in the Bible, such as women being
silent during church in Corinthians
and that pigs are unclean in
Leviticus, that the church chooses
to ignore, words are always being
mistranslated. Even the slightest
change can seriously confuse the
meaning of God's message.
I think this was aparticualarly
hard thing to accept, because it
meant that the Bible could not be
trusted. It could be used as a start-
ing point, but there had to be an-
other authority to look to. I've
found that the only tools I can trust
in my communication with God is
the body, mind, and soul he gave
me.
Needless to say, I've been
booted out of the Christian church.
Not literally of course, but in the
sense that I have been made to feel
unwelcomed, unclean, and un-Christi- an
through a series of doctrin
that lead me down a path that forces
me to create my own church. A
church with one member.
I don't think this is an isolated
experience. I believe this is why
it seems that so many queers,
raised in religious homes, end up
turning away from God. It is much
easier to give up your beliefs than
to continue to believe you are the
solo queer Christian. Especially
when you have very outspoken
Religious extremist making it a
point to denounce homosexuality
at evey opportunity.
Homosexuality and religion
pair to make a very complicated
and uncomfortable issue, but all
Christians need to consider the
detremental effect that condemn-
ing homosexuality has on a queer
persons faith.
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Students express views on sexual harrasmentassault
i, at Kenyon: for
The history of relationships
iveen men and women has
. us that much of the burden
(initiating those relationships act,
ji fallen on the backs of men. A
:3 must ask a woman out, he
5tmake the first move, and he
3t eventually be the one to get
;n on his knees and ask for the
man's hand in marriage.
Men have traditionally ac-pi- ed
that role, and most men
se fulfilled it responsibly.
In the recent past, however, is
e expansion of the definition of We
e, as well as new heated discus-j- o us
concerning what sexual ha--
.anent and sexual assault are,
confused this role for men. We
Yourselves whether making any
iiual advances toward a girl is
orth the risk of being brought up,
next morning, on the "new" or
d "broadened" charges of sexual
sassment, assault, or rape.
The answer is a simple one.
ft.
Still, the problem lingers. Are
supposed to relegate ourselves
a monastery and remain chaste to
Male student
Sunday evening I stood to
face my accuser and accept the
lame that society demands. Hav- -
jg not experienced such anguish
:r devastation since the divorce of
:y parents, I looked out over the
;arse crowd speechless and over--
klmed with emotion. I wanted
a give for the first time in Take
ack the Night history the other
k of the story. But I was not of
iveo that basic right to speak.
tead, two security guards ap--
rac bed me and said, "you should
lave. It's making people upset"
So I quietly turned to leave,
'A understand exactly why my
xfession had now relevance to
evening. I was not permitted
voice my true apologies and for
illingness to accept responsibil
ity. Rather, I was forced to think, am
'hi purpose does Take Back the
serve for the campus in its
ntirety? It gave a chance for
omen to speak out and feel sup- -
Wed. But why could I not speak to
at?
Take Back the Night was not
open forum that it set out to am
to. Not all members of the to
kenyon community were all-
owed to voice their anguish over
Ms sensitive subject. Many
"omen spoke of how they were
olated and what actions they
took to go about healing. But no
"ie raised any concern about
ay so few males were in atten
dee or how sexual violence of
Jn be better addressed at an
nyon. One male said to me, I
really wish I went, but I had
girl to go with. I felt a little
Mimidated." How do you pro
mote honest dialogue between
the rest of our lives? The an-
swer again, is also, no.
And further, isn't there a dif-
ference between a truly malicious
an assault or a rape, and a cir-
cumstance of utter mis-communicati- on?
After all, if it has recog-
nizably been the man's job to ini-
tiate most things in a relationship,
can't we foul up from time to time?
Can't we misunderstand?
The truth is, we can't ... and
most of the time, we don't.
What we have to recognize
that most of us aren't rapists.
respect the limits drawn for
by women, and we do not step
over them. In fact, we care about
those limits because we care
about the women that we are in-
volved with. In other words,
there is no real reason to be
afraid that we are going to rape
assault anyone, because we
know that we would never do
such a thing. We are responsible
characters. What we must real-
ize, however, is that there are
those among us who do not af-
ford the same amount of respect
the opposite sex. They are the
felt excluded by TBTN
Take Back the Night was not the open forum
that it set out to be. The entire event was
reduced to a spectacle in which males were
condemned in a fashion unsuited to resolving
the issues of rape.
men and women on the subject
rape?
I approached Take Back the
Night full knowing my accuser
would speak. Although she
spoke of me anonymously, I felt
compelled to not only accept the
blame for what happened, but to
publically ostracize myself in ef-
forts to exhibit my sincere regret
her pain. I wanted to show
that I stand by my actions and
willing to assume blame even
when I was initially unaware of
doing something wrong. But in-
stead of keeping this a personal
issue, one female felt the need
voice her bias ignorance,
screaming "don't tell us, tell
your fraternity brothers." How
I supposed to openly respond
a personal problem when it is
already assumed as a Greek is-
sue? My fraternity knew nothing
about this and certainly had
nothing to do with it.
I received two male responses
expressing their regret in my de-
parture of Take Back the Night.
But they also expressed how much
a unique position I hold being
openly accused rapist. Feeling
would no1, be comfortable in lead-
ing a sexual assault discussion, I
found myself warning my broth-
ers about how laws have become
more minutely defined and how a
assaulters and rapists, and they
must not be tolerated.
We must not tolerate them.
Kenyon is supposed to be a
safe place. It is not supposed to
a place where one sex worries
about being assaulted, while an-
other sex worries that they may
be expelled, or jailed, for mis-
interpreting the desires of the
other. For these reasons, I urge
you to do two things:
(1) Know what the definitions of
rape, sexual assault and sexual
harassment are before you en-
gage in any sexual relationship.
(2) Be more than willing to help
the members of our community
who have dedicated themselves
to making sure that rape, sexual
assault and sexual harassment
are not tolerated at Kenyon.
Engage them, when you see
them, in discussion, and make
yourselves be heard.
If you do this, you will only
make this college a better, safer,
and more hospitable place to live,
and receive an education.
--Michael Lewis '00
woman can change her mind about
sexual intercourse the following
day and how it is illegal for a so-
ber male to have sex with an in-
toxicated female. Upper class stu-
dents lack the frank discussions of
the legal and personal issues re-
lated to rape. Should this not also
be addressed from all perspec-
tives?
Devastated and betrayed, I
call out to the Kenyon community
to liberalize your minds. Under-
stand that I accept my actions in
the vague definition of "force to
have sex," but also know that I
stand firm against my accusers and
all those who fall subject to the
rumors. It is time for a new era of
understanding from both sides, for
nothing will ever change unless all
people communicate.
With All My Sincerity,
--Crosby Wood '99
Take Back the Night reminds
us that sexual violence continues
to be a problem on this campus. We
must send a message that sexual
violence WILL NOT be tolerated
at Kenyon. Kenyon's policy on
sexual harassment and sexual as-
sault does not send this message.
If a Kenyon student is sexually
harassed or assaulted by a fellow
student, he or she has one of three
choices. The student can choose
not to press charges, to arrange a
mutual agreement with the ac-
cused, or to seek a trial by the
Sexual Harassment Hearing Board
(SHHB). It is the policy regarding
the third option with which we are
concerned. If the accused is found
guilty, the student handbook states
that the "SHHB will determine the
sanction; the range of sanctions
include Warning, Probation (any of
these sanctions may carry added
prohibitions), Suspension, and Dis-
missal." This policy is dangerously
vague for several reasons. First, the
policy breeds a culture of silence
about sexual violence. It gives stu-
dents no incentive to report sexual
harassment or assault because it is
Independant angered by
fraternity chanting
When I came to Kenyon, I
was open to fraternities. I gave
them the benefit of the doubt, hop-
ing they could prove the "Animal
House" stereotypes to be un-
founded. I wanted to live in peace-
ful coexistence with them, but that
changed Friday the 16th at 6:25
a.m.
That morning I was enjoying
my right to a good night's sleep
when the Psi-U- 's took it upon
themselves to de-evol- ve into
primitive men whom needed to
assert their manhood by proving
that they could yell early in the
morning. I'm sure this chanting
was meant to foster greater frater-
nal unity, and not meant solely to
annoy and harass independent
members of the community. Re-
gardless of intentions, actions such
as this only work to polarize the
independent community against
frats. During "hell week" I've
watched as my friends and class-
mates have interrupted their stud-
ies, and shown great disrespect to
their professors by sleeping
through classes that, under normal
conditions, they would not sleep
through. I've watched grown men
http:www2.kenyon.eduorgscollegian
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unclear as to what will happen if
the accused is found guilty. Since
1995 there have been only five
cases brought before the SHHB . In
light of Take Back the Night, we
find it difficult to believe there
have been only five incidents of
sexual harassment and assault in
the past four years. Clearly, stu-
dents are afraid to speak out about
sexual violence. Second, the policy
does not ensure that people found
guilty of sexual assault or harass-
ment will be given a punishment
which matches the severity of their
crime. Under Kenyon's policy, it
is possible that a convicted sex of-
fender can participate fully in the
community without community
knowledge of his or her crime.
While the offender's rights are dili-
gently protected by the college, the
rights of the other students are
placed in jeopardy. Until Kenyon's
policy takes a strong stand that
sexual assault will not be tolerated
on this campus, students will con-
tinue to be put at risk.
-- Allison Sullivan '99
- Rebecca Anderson '99
and women dress and act like fools
only to satisfy the sick twisted
pleasure of others. Seeing this I
had to ask myself if what I was
seeing was right, if it was just. I
recognize that I cannot hold these
groups to my ideals of justice, as I
am human and prejudiced, but I
can hold them to the rules and
regulations of the college as
spelled out in the Student Hand-
book. So I informed myself of
these rules and now offer three
brief quotes to the community,
along with my final insight into the
situation.
"There is no justification for
insulting the personal dignity of a
pledge" pg 145. "Examples of
Hazing ... Any activity creating
excessive fatigue ... Any activity
that interferes with a pledge's sleep
pattern .... Any activity that inter-
rupts a pledge's study" pg 144.
"Pledges must be allowed to
have at least six consecutive hours
of sleep each night" pg 145.
It's a good thing we only have
pledging and not hazing here at
Kenyon.
--Robert Passmore '02
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Polish student has different views on Walesa visit
BY OLGA PALECZNA
Guest Columnist
It is the beginning of 1980s.
Polish stores strike with emptiness,
any time you go shopping there is
nothing in the store. Once a week
a delivery of a huge block of short-
ening is received. People gather in
front of the store about 4 ajn. and
queue until the store is open. I will
always remember those early
mornings. My mom would take
my sister and me with her. As a
mother with two little children she
could stand in a line "for mothers
with kids" and there was bigger
chance of getting some food. I still
remember standing in line for
hours to buy oranges, available
only in limited amount of kilogram
per a family with two children, for
a week before Christmas. There
were coupons for underwear, for
coffee, body lotion. If you were
lucky to know a person who was
working in a government-owne- d
store (private stores were very
rare), and paid a bribe, occasion-
ally you would be able to buy an
extra bar of soap monthly.
Once a year, on Women's
Day, working women received a
pair of stockings and the most
symbolic gift from the party, a red
carnation. Workers go on a general
national strike once a month as the
communist government rises
prices and wages never change. In
the early morning of December 13,
1980, General Jaruzelski declared
Martial Law in Poland. I cannot
remember much of that time. The
few facts coming to my mind are
the public television transmitting
bis speech and then hours, days of
silence.
At that time no one talked
about Solidarity. However, Lech
Walesa, together with other mem-
bers of the underground workers'
movement secretly planned over
years, issued illegal bulletins, unit-
ing the working class from cities
and towns across Poland.
For most Poles Walesa is re-
membered for his valor. He was
brave to lead the striking workers.
The most symbolic scene coming
to a mind of each Pole is his fa-
mous jump over the fence of
Lenin's Shipyard in Gdansk. It rep-
resented his unification with the
striking coworkers, kept in the area
of the shipyard surrounded by
fences and the armed militia.
Tune passed by very quickly
after those events. Walesa, who
was kept under home arrest, led ne-
gotiations with the communist
party leaders, he talked to them
sitting at the "round table," he es-
tablished the first democratic gov-
ernment in 1989, he was a moral
guide.
In the next presidential elec-
tions Walesa ran for the office. He
became Poland's first democratic
president My fellow Poles looked
up to his great figure.
However, the years of his
presidency were very corrupted.
Walesa turned out to be unable to
share his power with any parlia-
mentary party. He looked for sup-
port from the clergy.
I lived through a great myth of him and the
Solidarity Movement. I had never heard about
his institute living in my motherland and
wanted to see what he was working on and
how he was promoting Poland in the world.
The four years of Walesa in
the presidential office brought dis-
appointment. In general, Poles did
not view Walesa as a good repre-
sentative of the nation. Educated
as an electrician, very casual, he
did not fit with the new picture of
a successful "polished" politician.
His political enemies, members of
the Social - Democratic Left
(SLD), former communists
changed their image surprisingly.
They supported Aleksander
Kwasniewski, a brilliant, well spo-
ken in several languages leader of
the SLD party. Disillusioned, be-
trayed by the nation he counted on,
Walesa removed himself com-
pletely from the political stage of
Poland for the past years.
As I learned about his visit at
Kenyon, I became very curious to
meet Lech Walesa. I lived through
a great myth of him and the Soli-
darity Movement I had never heard
about his institute living in my
motherland and wanted to see what
he was working on and how he was
promoting Polaid in the world.
Remembering the corrupted
years ofWalesa's presidency many
Poles forgot about Walesa's grea;
political fight for demo-rac- y in
1980s and early 1990r..
The first moment I got to meet
Lech Walesa I was stroke by bis
shyness. He was in anew environ-
ment, in a strange country. I had
known him only from TV and
imagined him as a tall, great man.
He was less tall than I thought,
much smaller and quieter.
He did not speak any English
and I had a conversation with him
in my native language, Polish. He
was very different from the noisy
politician, always surrounded by
crowds of workers and journalists.
Privately, he was a down-to-ear- th
figure with a good sense of Polish
humor. The way he was talking
and acting was a very synonym of
the Polish mentality. He was very
cordial, relaxed and casual.
However, once I saw him
walking towards the stage at the
Tomish Arena, I knew be was him-
self again. He suddenly became
very energized, eager to give a
speech addressing the crowds gath-
ered there. This was the real image
of Walesa. Unfortunately, the inter-
preter could not really give the au-
dience the real flavor of his speech.
He was very casual, just as if be was
addressing masses of his fellow
Poles, i was disappointed listening
to him in Polish, as I remember he
had been always using
version of the Polish
used by less educated
thought his travels, the cosmos
tan style of life as the presidj
roiand made nun a better speak;
using more proper grammar j
vocabulary. His Polish was v6
simple, lacked any "big" words
cliches favored by politicians j
always, President Walesa did j
address any of the questions a
him directly and used his faJ
in Poland" metaphors. He anus
the audience joking, telling ston
from his own experiences as I
frequently does. At the receotx
following Walesa's lecture, he w,
himself again, enjoyed being sJ
rounded by crowds of fans, suj
porters and curious gulls.
My personal meeting k
Lech Walesa gave me a new, i
ferent perspective of the font
president of my motherland. h
and observed him in a daily sits
tion.
I see him as a usual fell:
Pole, not a figure from newso
TV, but most of all, I admire tt
such a ordinary person did as mo:
to change not only Poland, but:
entire world.
The economic and politic
situation of Poland has been ve
stable for the last years. Poles s
proud to become a member stale
NATO on March 12, 1999. E
country is adjusting its law t
economy to the standards of Ws
em Europe, having aspirations i
join the European Union Comm:
nity in a few years.
Walesa speech presents vision for unified world
BY DANIEL CONNOLLY
Staff Columnist
Lech Walesa's speech at Ernst
on Tuesday night was full of di-
gressions, jokes, and anecdotes.
Difficulties in translation exacer-
bated the problems of this rhetori-
cal style. Though I was initially
confused, I later discerned
Walesa's main theme: a truly radi-
cal vision of a unified world based
on a free market economy.
Walesa insisted that global
political unification is inevitable,
for new technologies, ecological
problems and economic arrange-
ments already transcend borders.
Europe will unify first, and will be
followed by other continents over
the course of decades, he said. The
old era in which nations struggled
against one another for political
and economic hegemony is over,
for today it is much more profit-
able to trade with an economically
developed nation than to try to
conquer it or to keep it economi-
cally subjugated.
To put this in terms that my
fellow political science students
will appreciate, Walesa seemed to
be saying that it was time for the
nations of the world to leave the
state of nature and form a society.
The question before us then,
Walesa said, is on what founding
principles should we establish this
new global society?
He threw out a few pet prin-
ciples of his own: 1) each indi-
vidual should be free 2) national
borders should be frozen, and
eventually eliminated 3) the use of
force should be eliminated 4) na-
tions should be equally developed.
Yet pushing his own vision of
the world was not his primary goal;
Walesa acknowledged his current
lack of power and urged the super-
power U. S. to begin the monu-
mental task of hashing out found-
ing principles for the new world
Walesa repeatedly referred to low
voter turnout in the U.S., and said
that our politicians are too locally
orientented. A professor pointed
out to me that Walesa also implic-
itly criticized Bill Clinton for re-
fusing to act like a world leader.
"You Americans are politically
lazy! You'll regret your laziness
when global unification is upon
you!" Walesa seemed to say.
Having assigned the audience
to the task, he gave it some prob-
lems to consider. Among them was
the problem of national identity.
Just as today's zoos serve as re-
positories for a variety of interest-
ing animals, future "zoos" could
be created for the preservation of
Walesa insisted that global political unifica-
tion is inevitable, for new technologies, eco-
logical problems and economic arrangements
already transcend borders.
interesting cultures, Walesa said.
With no discernible sadness he
added that some cultures would
necessarily become extinct along
the way.
This tongue-in-chee- k state-
ment is anathema to
multiculturalists and patriots of all
stripes, but I think Walesa was
right to knock cultural identity off
the pedestal on which many of us
place it today. Countless human
beings have been killed due to
ambitious nationalism and trivial
differences in religion, race and
ethnicity. If the goal is a peaceful
and prosperous world, then ethnic
and national identity must be sub-
ordinated somehow. We would
lose a few amusing songs, foods
and customs, but the benefit would
be relative tranquility.
Walesa's discussion of pos-
sible economic problems in the
globalized world was flawed. The
rather brutal free market concept
is a linchpin of Walesa's future
world, yet he expressed concern
about unemployment and working
conditions, and sounded like a
Luddite when he complained that
new machines might replace hu-
man workers.
However, the most question-
able part of Walesa's argument was
his assertion that global unity is
inevitable. The model of the highly
developed and relatively small
European Union is not easily ex-
trapolated to the rest of the world.
Perhaps Walesa was using "inevi-
tability" as a rhetorical cover for a
global system that would benefit
relatively weak countries (such as
Poland) at the expense of stronger
countries (such as the U.S.). H
repeated calls for a new Marslu
Plan for Eastern Europe could sb
port this cynical interpretation
Walesa's ideas are radical ti
are they dangerous? I think t
Walesa has the modest goals oft
businessman: peace, prosper!
and freedom. Walesa's ideoloi
does not binge on the problem
ideas of molding a perfect sods
or creatine a better human bar;
the sticking points that led to t
disasters of fascism and come
nism.
The tremendous changes tt
Walesa envisions will probably
take place within my lifetime,
pecially since Walesa cum1
holds no political office. ButM
haps I should be more catena. i
many people said the same son
thing about Walesa twenty ft
ago, when the Communist t
seemed indestructible.
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Exam antithetical to
The so-call- ed "general educat-
ion" test all members of the class
of 2001 are required to take is an-
tithetical to the spirit of a Kenyon
education. Part of the reaccredidation
process requires Kenyon to com-
plete an assessment of general
education goals and achieve-
ments, and to demonstrate that the
curriculum serves to train students
in general education (see the April
8, 1999 edition of the Collegian).
The Reaccredidation Committee
selected a test put out by Educat-
ional Testing Services (ETS), the .
same group that puts out the
SAT's, to assess the general edu-
cation of Kenyon students after
two years of study.
As a test of so-call- ed general
education, the ETS test is insuffi-
cient As evidenced by the sample
questions offered to sophomores
and by conversations with those
who have already taken the test, the
ETS test assesses no cultural knowle-
dge and no aesthetic appreciation.
Perhaps the problem is one of defi-
nition, but is the Reaccredidation
Committee confident that the ETS
test is an accurate measure of so-call- ed
general education? Would the
committee deny that cultural knowle-
dge and aesthetic appreciation are
critical elements to general educat-
ion?
A Kenyon education is de-
signed with the goal of educating
students to be "free from the tyr-
annies of narrow specialization
and superficial generalization"
(The Academic Program at
Kenyon, in Course of Study 1999-2000- ).
What could possibly be
more narrow and superficial than
an objective, multiple choice test
administered at an institution at
which standardized, objective
tests are a rare anomaly? What
OPINION The Kenyon Collegian
Shootings point out
flaws in social system
Furthermore, the spirit of a Kenyon education
is a spirit of not measuring or comparing
people quantitatively whenever possible. We
value small classes, close student-teach- er
relationships, and a liberal arts education.
could be more superficial than as-
sessing the general education of
students with a test that excludes
cultural knowledge and aesthetic
appreciationTThe Reaccredidation
Committee would probably argue
that these things are measured in
other ways at Kenyon. If so, I
would appreciate knowing how.
Furthermore, the spirit of a
Kenyon education is a spirit of not
measuring or comparing people
quantitatively whenever possible.
We value small classes, close studen-
t-teacher relationships, and a lib-
eral aits education, all ofwhich sug-
gest that we look beyond mere num-
bers in assessing the success of stu-
dents and the College. I thought
Kenyon was a place where statis-
tics, numbers, and quantitative com-
parisons of people were devalued.
Yet, reaccredidation is one of the
more important activities the Col-
lege must engage in, and it seems
almost hypocritical that statistics
should be at the heart of an assess-
ment of Kenyon.
I am fully aware that the
reaccredidation process is both te-
dious, time-consumi- ng, and of the
utmost importance to the long-ter- m
success of the College. I am
concerned that Kenyon does not
forget who it is and what it stands
for in that process. Undoubtedly
there is pressure to compare our-
selves statistically to other simi
Robert Corpuz
Kenyon
lar institutions, and I have no
doubt that the NoruVCentral As-
sociation makes some demands
for statistical measure of the in-
stitution. My suggestion, then, is
that Kenyon's self-stud- y would be
both more accurate and more ben-
eficial to all parties involved if the
assessment of general education
was done in a more Kenyon-liX- e
fashion, other than through stan-
dardized testing. Perhaps mem-
bers of the Reaccredidation Com-
mittee could meet with groups of
7-- 10 students to discuss, for ex-
ample, current events, political
issues, events in history, art or mu-
sic, asking questions of each stu-
dent that measure different skills
(analytical reasoning, critical
thinking, ability to communicate
clearly, aesthetic appreciation,
cultural knowledge, and so on).
I fully realize the possible lo-
gistical nightmares this would
cause, but I would rather deal with
them than with the knowledge that
my "general education" is assessed
by a 40 minute standardized test,
and that the academic legitimacy of
Kenyon is assessed by a method that
is antithetical to the academic spirit
of the institution.
--Brent R. Shank '01
Vice President-Ele- ct for Academic
Affairs
The fact that these shootings
took place at Columbine High
School on Tuesday disgusts me in
an unbelievable manner, and in no
way am I attempting to somehow
defend those responsible for it. I
hope you do not mistakenly take
such a message from this letter.
What almost disgusts me more
than the shootings themselves is
the fact that we will all run around
searching for the answers like we
have so many times before, and we
will come up with nothing. I can
see it now: over the next few days
reports will show pictures of these
"social outcasts," probably
vaguely punk rock or goth kids
who were so anti-soci- al and abnor-
mal, such poor students who were
not involved in extra-curricul- ar
activities, that they resorted to
opening fire on their entire school.
And that is most likely where the
blame will rest (Although I hope I
am wrong). Congress, policy-maker- s,
and others will decide that
something must be done with-
out considering an analysis by a
member of the youth. They will
talk about reworking gun laws and
gun control so that young people
cannot obtain automatic weapons
and explosives. Perhaps they will
address ways to get our communi-
ties and students more involved
with education and extra-curricul- ar
activities. All of this is great.
However, no one will sit back
for a minute and observe our sur-
roundings. No one will question
what lies at the root of situations
like this one, and if they do, they
will arrive at some superficial
scapegoat answer. They will talk
about these strange outcast kids,
their appearance, and musical
tastes rather than the horribly
alienating character of our society
rather than the fact that, as hu-
man beings, we are completely
separated from one another and
ourselves. No one will think to
question the aggressive competi-
tive nature of American society
and the effects it has on us. No one
will think twice about the violent
militarism which runs our lives
and our country. No one will even
consider, "Hey, what if we did not
produce these semi-automat- ic
Student clarifies his
proposal for Peirce
I would like to explain the in-
tent of my letter to the Collegian last
week, as I was apparently particu-
larly inept at expressing my point
in a humorous way. By making my
"proposal," I did not mean to
trivialize all dialogue about sexual
harassment and assault Rather, I
was attempting to show how what
is in my opinion, and the opinions
weapons on such a large scale in
the first place?" No one will con-
sider the fact that our youth would
be much happier and better edu-
cated if the education system itself
was better, and what if students did
not have to struggle with racism,
sexism, homophobia, and ageism
on a daily basis? You mean they
would be able to focus more on
learning? Imagine that! These are
only a few suggestions.
While addressing the nation
about the shootings, President
Clinton even made some comment
about the fact that our young
people must learn to express their
aggression differently and resolve
conflicts without violence and
weapons. While he said this,
American pilots dropped who
knows how many bombs over Yu-
goslavia and Iraq. Is this how we
teach our children how to behave?
The hypocrisy could not have been
more blatant
And our high schools epito-
mize society. No where else are the
social ills we face daily more mag-
nified and shoved in young
people's faces. Brutal competition
is at an all time high and actually
encouraged. Popularity contests,
alienation from one another, and
cruel prejudice, are the accepted
norm. We are losing sight of what
truly matters in the world.
My point is simply this: In the
wake of this atrocity, we will only
apply more band-aid- s to the prob-
lem as we do so often, and we will
focus on the wrong causes. We will
focus on the individual rather than
the social reasons behind such oc-
currences. We will talk a lot and
perhaps rearrange some laws with-
out realizing that nothing is going
to change unless we reorganize
society unless we rearrange our
consciousness and the social struc-
ture. Atrocities like this (and many
others) will continue happening
until we open our eyes and recog-
nize that our present social orga-
nization will get us nowhere. It is
time to attack the true root of the
problem. Wake up.
--Jason Mowery '99
of many others, a relatively minor
issue was perhaps drawing attention
away from issues of much greater
importance. I applaud the people
circulating the petition to change the
policy on sexual assaulters because
it is problems of this magnitude that
need to be addressed first
-- Zachary Nowak '99
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'Just eat
combating ARAMARK' s food waste woes
BY SARAH GELMAN
Senior StaffWriter
The Clean Plate Club has dis-
appeared. Withoutmom reminding
us of the starving children in Ethio-
pia, leaving food on our plates
seems inconsequential. The fact is,
food waste at Kenyon is a huge
problem.
"Five percent of food left over
is a lot," said John Darmstadt,
ARAMARK Food Service Direc-
tor. Darmstadt, in his second year
in this position.
According to Darmstadt,
ARAMARK does everything pos-
sible to minimize food waste.
"When the menu is more popular,
we order more food," saidDarmstadt.
There is a production record for ev-
ery item, including the separate food
bar. Peirce, which serves two-thir- ds
of Kenyon students, aims to pro-
duce 1000 portions at lunch and
dinner.
The number ofstudents who eat
in the dining halls gives food ser-
vices a fairly accurate estimate of
how many students show up for
each meal and portions are planned
accordingly. For example, about 100
fewer students frequent the dining
halls on weekends, and the number
of portions prepared is reduced.
Another successful food reduc-
tion tactic has been the addition of
chef Mark Cheffins, who cooks at
Students to
Community service
BY HEATHER GRIGSBY
Senior StaffWriter
The Student-Alum- ni Asso-
ciation (SAA) and Greek
Council will sponsor Kenyon s
fourth annual National Service
Day (NSD) this Saturday. Ellen
Turner '80, president of Alumni
Council in 1996, initiated
Kenyon' s participation in Na-
tional Service Day with the
regional alumni associations in
June of 1996 . In the years fol-
lowing, Kenyon's National
Service Day has taken place in
April to allow student participa-
tion.
"We tried to encourage stu-
dents to create their own projects
and then allow others to sign up
D ANDOM
Photos by Ned Salter
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Trays of wasted food are a common sight
Peirce and occasionally at Gund. "If
there are leftovers, he's able to uti-
lize them," said Darmstadt Items
such as cooked vegetables are likely
to be used in a soup as soon as
possible. If leftovers are put out,
they are served at the very next
meal, and ifpossible, served in their
original form.
Darmstadt does not deny that
the dining halls have substantia left
be the only solution in
I V
Ryan Ruopp '01
Avoid ARA meat
FEATURES
,.k.
volunteer Saturday for National Service Day
projects promises sweat, maybe a little blood and hopefully no tears for students
so it NSD wasn' tjust S AA com-
ing up with all the projects," said
Jo Usher, associate director of
alumni and parent relations.
Thanks to Greek Council,
the KC will be open from 8 a.m.-- 1
p.m. as a meeting and
organization point for the day.
Red Door coupons, NSD buttons
and refreshments will be avail-
able to all volunteers.
Information will also be
available for last minute volun-
teer opportunities. Twelve
projects are scheduled for the
day. The Archon Society is
spending the morning with resi-
dents of Mount Vernon's Living
Center. ASHES and the Outing
Club are sponsoring maintenance
and cleanup of the trails at the
OMENTS
Ifyou could say one thing to
prospective students, what
would it be?
--5
on dining hall conveyor belts.
overs. The salad bar was named as
a problem. "At the end of dinner,
we usually toss out the salad," said
Darmstadt, although he said that
raw vegetables such as carrots
and broccoli were able to be saved.
One way of minimizing food
waste is by shutting down one
serving line. As the rush in the
dining hall dies down, food is
usually cooked to order based on
Kenyon Center for En vironmen-ta- l
Studies. Circle K is spending
the day at Country Club Nurs-
ing Home gardening and
socializing with residents. Delta
Tau Delta will be working with
the Kokosing Gap Trail board to
do cleanups of river log jams
and Kokosing Drive.
Additionally, First Year
Council and the Archons will
spend the afternoon at the Mount
Vernon Development Center.
Hospice is sponsoring a Bowl-A-Tho- n.
Habitat for Humanity
is holding a blitz build for the
day. KCES and Phi Upsilon will
be working in the environmen-
tal center's gardens.
Kenyon Student Athletes is
organizing a "Sports Day" with
the number of people who enter.
Within the servery, little
waste is produced. The majority
of the waste occurs outside of the
servery, in the dining area. Stu-
dents acknowledge problems such
as using Styrofoam plates, yet food
waste is rarely protested. Accord-
ing to Darmstadt, approximately
$34,000 is spent on food each
week at Kenyon, yet having the
dish machine down for a night
costs about $200 for paper sup-
plies.
Though both types of waste
are environmental unsound, us-
ing Styrofoam in the dining halls
receives more attention than the
hundreds of plates that come
through the conveyor belt with
wasted food.
"I think students need to stop
worrying so much about using
paper plates once a month and
start thinking about throwing away
half of their meal," said Erin
Molnar '01.
The food waste problem at
Kenyon is difficult to remedy. Re-
ducing portions is an option,
although students are able to ask
for more.
"The reason (ARAMARK)
tells us suggested serving size is to
minimize food waste, but it is by no
means a set rule so that you couldn't
get more or as much of something
as you wanted," said Lauren Coil
Big BrothersBig Sisters.
Kokosing Early Childhood Cen-
ter volunteers will be doing
maintenance at sites in Mount
Vernon and Danville. Closer to
home, Phi Kappa Sigma will be
sponsoring a campus cleanup.
Following the day of activi-
ties, SAA is sponsoring Fiesta
'99, an all-camp- us dinner on
Saturday on Pierce terrace and
lawn at 5:30. As a part of Na-
tional Service Day students are
asked to bring a donation of
canned food to go to food bas-ke- ts
at Mount Vernon
Interchurch Social Services.
Both alumni and parents
in regions from Washington
DC to Seattle will conduct
community projects simulta
f I
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Charlie Sheldon '00 Shaka Smart '99 and
Never underestimate the Becky Donaldson '00
power of a cragclmyer. Find a partner as soon
as possible.
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'02, a Gund line server.
Though some suggest meal
plans to decrease the quantity of
food needed per student at Kenya
Darmstadt thinks a meal plan is noi
the appropriate solution. "Students
paying for everything that they toct
would possibly help, "but that would
never fly here," said Darmstadt
According to Darmstadt, apra-tica- l
option seems to be educatijf
students on food waste.
But Brian Gibney '99, amem
ber of ASHES, sees a problem will
this system. "I would have to say
thatafood waste education program
would help eliminate the problem,
but unless Kenyon students are wil-
ling to become personally involved
and change their actions, I don't see
simply informing them as helpful,"
he said
ASHES has worked to set upa
compost pile on campus to utilize
food waste.
ARAMARK employees agree
that food waste is a problem at
Kenyon and that it may be fault of
the students. "We have atotof waste
Some of it is the students' fault I
wouldn' t say too much is the faultof
(ARAMARK). Students just take
toomuchfood,"saidShirley Wayne,
an ARAMARK server.
The simplest solution to food
waste problems was proposed by
Tyler Meier '01. "Just eat it," be
said.
neously.
Regional efforts range from
Habitat for Humanity and beach
cleanups to "Christmas in April"
projects, where volunteers aid
the elderly in doing work around
their homes.
Liz Fox '00, chair of SAA
Campus Events Committee said,
"National Service Day is a great
opportunity for the entire
Kenyon Community to join t-
ogether and volunteer their
efforts. We are hoping that in
years to come National Service
Day will be used by all of the
Kenyon organizations as an o-
pportunity to be recognized,
volunteer and unify with other
Kenyon groups to better our
community."
V
Jennifer Fraley '01
Don't study malonic
ester synthesis.
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Poet, Holocaust survivor to
BY REBECCA DRUBE
StaffWriter
Poet Helen Degen Cohen
spent her childhood hiding from
the horrors of the Holocaust,
alone and in the midst of a conf-
lict she could neither ignore or
comprehend.
On Tuesday at 7:30 p.m. in
philomathesian Hall, Cohen will
share, through her poetry and
fiction, her experience as a Jewi-
sh child in Nazi occupied Poland
and Belarus.
The work Cohen will read
from, "Father, Mother, Child",
attempts to convey her experie-
nce as a Holocaust survivor
through poetry and narrative fict-
ion, both during and after the
war.
Though her work helps to
convey the Jewish experience
during the Holocaust, her story
is not at all typical of the life of
Four years later, Kenyon
relives inauguration ball
BY MICHELLE SANTANGELO
Senior StaffWriter
Nearly four years have passed
since President Robert Oden's in-
auguration, an occasion heralded
by fireworks on Peirce Lawn and
a ball attended by everyone from
trustees to students. In recognit-
ion of the accomplishments of
Oden's administration, a President-
ial Anniversary Ball will be held
mis Saturday, from 9:30 pjn. to
1:30 pjn. in Peirce.
"I look forward to spending a
good part of an evening with so
many in the Kenyon community;
students, faculty, trustees, and oth-
ers," said Oden. "Given my spe-
cial affection and regard for the
class of '99, who entered Kenyon
as I did, I will admit that being in
the presence of so many Seniors
who I am fortunate enough to
know, is something to which I look
forward greatly on Saturday
evening."
Two bands and a DJ will be
featured during the evening. The
swing band Jumpin' Jive will play
in Peirce's Great Hall. Jack Fife, a
poprock band will play in Upper
Dempsey, while George
Polychronopolous '01, a member of
the Hip Hop Society, will DJ below.
Pizza will be offered in the Pub, and
punch and cookies will be provided
in Peirce Lounge. The event is nona-
lcoholic. Formal dress is requested,
although tuxedos are not required.
At roughly 10:45 pjn., senior
class president Matilda Bode 99,
President Oden, trustee board chair,
Buffy Hallinan, will say a few words
in celebration of the event At 11
P--
m. a swingballroom dance com-
petition, emceed by Dean Omahan,
will be held in the Great Hall.
Couples will dance until 11:30 un-
der the surveillance of three judges.
many other Jewish persons at
that time. Her parents were part
of an organized resistance move-
ment against Hitler's Nazi
regime.
Because of their positions in
the movement, they were able to
save the four year-ol- d Cohen
from the concentration camps by
placing her with a Polish Catho-
lic friend.
Though her parents were
eventually captured by the Na-
zis, they managed to avoid being
sent to the camps by jumping off
the Nazi train which was trans-
porting them.
She will speak of these ex-
periences and others, including
time spent in the Lido ghetto and
concealment in a prison.
Cohen has won international
acclaim for her work, perhaps
most notably winning a National
Endowment for the Arts Fellow-
ship in Poetry.
Winning couples may receive gift
certificates to the Pub or the Red
Door.
Jesse Savage 99, senior class
vice-preside- nt, is coordinating the
event which involves directing in-
vitations, managing maintainence
and security, and orchestrating deco-
rations and musicians. "Will
Federspiel 99 thought of the ball,
and contacted the committee. We
were thinking of culminating expe-
riences as a senior class and were
looking back to our freshman year
and the Inaugural BalL" said Sav-
age.
The coordination of the event
was an effort guided by many indi-
viduals. Kathy Lake and Amy Sabo
of the President's Office, class com-
mittees, maintenance, the SAC, the
Student Life Committee and many
other campus organizations have
joined forces to plan the evening.
"It's not just a senior event,"
said Savage. 'It's for all classes and
faculty and trustees. It's not a gradu-
ation for Oden or the college, but it
marks that four year anniversary.
Regardless ofwhether people par-
ticipated or not in the first one, this
is a chance to celebrate Oden's
presidency. It's in honor of
Kenyon."
The past four years at Kenyon
have seen significant changes un-
der Oden and his administration. In
listing the alterations he has engi-
neered, Oden placed diversity first
He said, "We have worked very
hard, and I don't mean to pat our-
selves too firmly on the back, but
we've been very successful. We
have to keep working for diversity
and we have to keep trying, but
that's an easy one to fail at."
The Capital Campaign, which
already has $65 million in commit-
ments toward the $100 million goal,
has been high profile. The endow
FEATURES
She has also won two Illi-
nois Arts Council Awards, an
Illinois Arts Council fellowship,
and an Indiana Writers Confer-
ence award in poetry. An excerpt
from her novel, The Edge of the
Field, won first prize in the Brit-
ish Magazine Stand's
world-wid- e fiction competition.
Associate Professor of Re-
ligion Miriam Dean-Ottin- g, who
teaches an interdisciplanary
course on the Holocaust decided
to have Degen speak here after
hearing her give a poetry read-
ing in Chicago.
"I was struck by her poetry,
and the fact that she was a Ho-
locaust survivor with the ability
to convey her experience
through art," said Dean-Ottin- g.
Every year, Dean-Ottin- g
brings a survivor to campus to
lecture in her Holocaust class,
though this year the lecture is
free and open to the public.
ment increase has enabled the col-
lege to add several endowed pro-
fessorships as well as turning vis-
iting positions into tenure track pro-
fessorships, acquire land around the
existing campus, increase financial
aid and begin construction of the
new music and science buildings.
Additionally, Oden has initiated the
first curricular review in 25 years,
integrated the library and technol-
ogy services and contracted the ar-
chitectural and consulting firm
NBBJ to create a master plan for
the campus.
While Oden has implemented
changes over the past four years,
even more aspects of Kenyon life
have remained the same.
"I did want to say that a lot of
things in the last four years have
not changed, and as long as I'm
president, won't change. Things
like our central devotion to the lib-
eral arts," said Oden. "Kenyon is
properly known for its remarkably
steadfast unwillingness to be fad-
dish, unwillingness to devote its
resources to anything but centrally
important liberal arts courses and
programs."
Like many people, Oden num-
bers the students as one of his fa-
vorite parts of the college. For
Oden, the character of Kenyon stu-
dents is illustrated by the class of
'99.
"Lots of times would-b- e stu-
dent leaders come with either good
ideas or persistence in carrying out
ideas. Something that's really ad-
mirable about the class of '99 is
they've had both. The way they
have planned this Anniversary In-
auguration Ball is extraordinary,"
said Oden. They've had the ideas
for all these things and then they
carried them out I've got a special
affection and respect I have to ad-
mit for the class of '99."
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share experiences
remember coming into Warsaw, a child
out of a sheer, sunlit country-sid- e,
where sometimes a goat made the only sound in
all the universe, and a car engine would certainly
tear the wing of an angel. Entering burnt Warsaw
and the Sound of the World, how strange, how lonely
the separate notes of Everything, lost in a smell of
spent shots still smoking, as ghost of bombs, a silence
of so many voices, the ruined city singing not only
a post-wa- r song but an Everything hymn of dogs wailing,
a car, a horse, a droning plane, a slow, distant
demolition, hammers like rain, the hum, the hum,
bells and levers and voices leveled and absorbed
into the infinite hum in which the ruins
sat empty and low like well-behav- ed children,
the ruins, their holes, like eyes, secretly open,
passing on either side, as we entered Warsaw, an air
of lost worlds in a smoky sweet light ghosting
and willing their sounding and resounding remains...
Source: Something of My Very Own to Say: American Women
Writers ofPolish Descent
The need for support: 'Freedom for
some will mean freedom for all'
BY LEE FUOCO
Guest Columnist
The last issue of the Observer was a doozie. Among many
other things, I was particularly struck by the student who wrote
that he was insulted by ALSO taking part in the celebration ofDr.
Martin Luther King, Jr.'s birthday. "Gays and lesbians have a
whole month to themselves," he ranted "Is that not enough?
What right did they have to intrude on the honoring of a man
completely removed from their cause?"
I had been shocked and upset by this article when I first read
it but had not thought seriously of it again until I went to Take
Back the Night where I sat in the auditorium and tried to discern
through the darkness how many males were in the audience.
I must believe that there comes a point where minority ends
and humanity begins. This is not to say that all minority struggles
are identical. I would not paint "Black Power" on a poster for a
gay rights protest just as I would not scream "We're Here, We're
Queer, Get Used To It" at a reproductive rights rally. The cause
belongs to the individuals who may relate to it best but we must
all slip quietly into line behind the protesters and lend our voices,
too. Because one of our own is hurting, because freedom and
liberty is a basic human right
I am not writing this article for the men who felt negatively
towards Take Back the Night I cannot form the words to speak
to those men. I am speaking, instead, to the men who perhaps felt
that they did not belong at the event This is not an attack, but an
invitation, even a plea. Take Back the Night is just one small
sliver from the onion of the struggle for women' s rights, and men
should be there, too. Why?
Because every single person on this campus, without excep-
tion, knows someone who has struggled with body image or an
eating disorder. Because fifteen women's magazines in the
bookstore advertise dieting tips on their covers this month.
Because women that we walk past every day, women that we sit
next to in class, got up at that podium on Sunday night and cried
rapeassauhVharassment with dignity and poise.
And because these women will be our doctors, our lawyers,
our teachers; they will look after our children in youth and look
after us in age. Because we must support them, to ensure then-strengt-h
for the future. Because we are all invested in this fight,
by the sheer coincidence of our common humanity. And because
freedom for some, eventually, will mean freedom for all.
(lit' till! tV f1115 (SflSHiMia'
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Thursday Housing Lottery: Lottery 4 selection. 7 p.m., Gund Commons
Workshop: What Can I Do With a Major in Sociology, sponsored
by the CDC. 7 p.m.. Peirce Lounge
Friday Lecture: William Bowen, former president of Harvard University and
author ofThe Shape of the Riven Long-Ter- m Consequences of Consider-
ing Race in College and University Admissions, sponsored by the Office
of the President. 2 p.m., Bolton Theater
Saturday Beyond Me, Myself, and I, Kenyon's Fourth Annual National Service
Day, sponsored by SAA. All day
KCES Community Series: Sprjng Wildflowers, with Pat Heithaus,
biology. 10 a.m., KCES
KCES Community Series: Earth Day celebration. 1 p.m., Middle Path
Monday Lottery 5 (Blocks and Doubles) Forms Due by 12 p.m.
Dessert and Discussion: Class ism in Environmental Action. 8 pjn., SMC
Tuesday Lecture: TlM KoPONEN, candidate for visiting assistant professor in
sociology. 11:50 a.m., Philip Mather 207
Wednesday HOUSING LOTTERY: LOTTERY 5 (WOMEN AND COED B LOCKS) SELECTION.
7 p.m., Gund Commons
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Kenyon Jazz Ensemble. 8 p.m., Rosse Hall
SlNGERSoNGWRrrER ROBERT HoYT, sponsored byASHES. 8 pjn., Philanders Pub
School of Assassins, a film sponsored by ADELANTE. 8 p.m., SMC
Indian Classical Music, featuring Daisy Paradis, sitan Mitali Bhawmik,
vocals; and Samir Chatterjee, tabla drums. 9 p.m., Peirce Hall
KCES Children's Series: Celebrate Earth Day. 6 p.m., KCES
Raising Arizona, by Joel and Ethan Coen. 8 p.m., Higley Auditorium
Opera Workshop performs scenes from operas and musicals. 8 pjn., Rosse Hall
Waiting for Molly band performance. 9 p.m., Philanders Pub
Columbus Shuttle: 10 a.m.-- 7 p.m., SAC
Opera WORKSHOP performs scenes from operas and musicals. 3 pjn., Rosse Hall
ALL-CAMP- US PICNIC: Sponsored by the Student-Alum- ni Association in
Celebration of National Service Day. 5:30 p.m., Peirce Lawn
Performance: Bound in a Nutshell. 7 p.m., KC
Pi, a film by Darren Aronofski. 8 p.m., Higley Auditorium
1999 Presidential Ball. 9:30 p.m., Peirce Hall
Cabaret: Erin Hockman, voice. 2 p.m., Rosse Hall
Israeli Dancing Lessons, sponsored by Hillel. 2 p.m., Weaver Cottage
Global Caf: 6 p.m., SMC
Faculty Recital: Adjunct Instructor of Music Janet Thompson, harp,
and David Edge, violin. 7 p.m., Rosse Hall
Performance: BOUND IN A NUTSHELL. 7 p.m., KC
Comedy: Ten Thirty-Thre- e. 9 p.m., Gund Commons
Exhibition: Tibetan Buddhist Monks Sand Mandala, through April 30. Gallery
hours: 850 ajTL-mkinig- ht, Monday-Satuni- y; 930 aJiL-midnig- ht, Sunday. Olin Atrium
Comedy: Beyond Therapy. 8 p.m., Hill Theater
Comedy: Ten Thirty-Thre- e. 9 p.m., Gund Commons
Poetry Reading: Mother, Father, Child, by Helen Degen Cohen,
sponsored by the Department of Religion. 7:30 p.m., Philomathesian Hall
Comedy: Beyond Therapy. 8 p.m., Hill Theater
HoosiERS, a film by David Anspaugh. 8 p.m., Higley
IXNAY ON THE APPY MUSIC-CRA- Y
Kindly shut off that godawful song
Sample Usage: Dude, is that the new Third Eye Blind single, or am I just having another one
of my terrible drug-induc- ed nightmares in which the apocalypse drops upon us in the form of
unintelligible pop sludge? Ixnay on the Appy Music-Cra- y. This is the way the world ends, this
is the way the world ends, this is the way the world ends, not with a bang but with Stephan Jenkins.
Impress Your Friends and Colleagues!
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Election by Alexander Payne (Matthew Brodercik, Reese Witherspoon). An over-achiev- er
(Witherspoon) is faced with running unopposed for student office until her teacher
(Broderick) decides to groom a candidate to run against her. If the choice is between the
star of "Cruel Intentions" and the star of "Godzilla," I'm voting for Ross Perot.
Exjstenz by David Cronenbergfjennifer Jason Leigh, Jude Law). Leigh plays a high-
tech game designer on the run. When a band of assassins recruit a security guard to pursue
her, her final weapon lies in Existenz, a video game that taps into the player's fears and
desires. And then they play some lighthearted Tetris and a few minutes of Dr. SBAITSO.
Lost and Found by Jeff Pollack (David Spade, Sophie Marceau). A romantic comedy
centering around a man who kidnaps a woman's dog then agrees to help her find her dog in
hopes of getting to know her. Yeah, sounds real romatic. I've heard of taking a girl out for a
hot dog, but this is ridiculous. Editor's Note: I'd like to retract that pun from the record.
Lovers of the Arctic Circle by Julio Medem. Ana and Otto meet as children and find
their lives forever entwined. Romance the old-fashion- ed way, without any dog-stealin- g.
Pushing Tin by Mike Newell (John Cusak, Billy Bob Thornton). In this comedy from
the director of "Four Weddings and a Funeral," Cusak and Thornton star as air-traf- fic
controllers whose intense rivalry threatens their careers and marriages, as well as New
York's airspace. A film that is sure to take-of- f. Wow, I just made that up. High-lariou- s.
Editor's note: see "Lost and Found."
FOR SHOWTIMES AND THEATER INFORMATION CALL:
. AMC Theatres Lennox, Eastland, Westerville and Dublin. 614-860-82- 62
Georgesville Square 16. 614-853-08- 50.
notable album releases for april 27
BEN FOLDS Five The Unauthorized Biography ofReinhold Messner
Blessed Union of Souls Walking Offthe Buzz
Pea BO Bryson Unconditional Love
The Cranberries Bury the Hatchet (two versions; one limited edition wfour live tracks)
The Robert Cray Band Take Your Shoes Off
Dr. Frank (MrT. Experience frontman) Show Business is My Lift
Fantomas (members of Faith No More and Melvins) Fantomas
The Long Beach Dub All Stars (ex-Subli- me members) Burn Unit
Naughty By Nature 19 Naughty 9 Nature (dean and explicit versions)
Tom Waits Mule Variations
Original Soundtrack Dawson's Creek (wPaula Cole, Chantal Kreviazuk, Heather
Nova, Curtis Sogers, et al.)
Original Soundtrack Parade (original cast recording)
Release Dates Courtesy of Ice Magazine.
cowey for fhc wo(e
Dean Simakis has no iife. Send him a kind affirmation at SimakisKkenyon.edii
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Artist opens exhibit with slide lecture, reception
BY LINDA MICHAELS
Public Affairs
Artist Anita Douthat will dis-
play a collection of "photograms,"
images produced without a cam-
era using objects placed directly
onto light-sensiti- ve paper and ex-
posed to light, in the Olin Art
Gallery from today until Sun., May
23.
The exhibit, entitled "Rem-
nants and Delineations," opens
tonight with a lecture and slide
show at 7 in Olin Auditorium,
followed by a reception in the gal-
lery.
In her work, Douthat often
employs recognizable objects that
suggest human activity. In "My
Father's Stools," she imprints the
stools designed and made by her
father.
The serial piece
"Speedaway," which depicts sev-
eral sleds, carries multiple visual
and cultural references, recalling
the early human and animal mo-
tion studies of Eadweard
Muybridge, Orson Welles' cel-
ebrated Rosebud and even the
legendary sled installation by Jo-
seph Beuys, entitled "The Pack,"
from 1969.
When objects are too large to
'Lost in Gambier': quite a find
BY JOHN SHERCK
A & E Editor
When a Kenyon group puts
outaCD, sometimes the best that
can be said about it is that it
manages to capture the energy of
the group's live performance.
Notable exceptions to mis rule
were last year' s CDs by the Kokes
and Chasers. Add to the list Lost
in Gambier' s self-tide-d release.
This male quartet with roots
in barbershop also branches out
to such musical areas as Do Wop,
spirituals and the. music ofMoxy
Fruvous.
All Kenyon students except
the first-yea- rs have no doubt
heard this male quartet perform
sometime in the last three years.
Perhaps you heard LIG in its
Gund concert? Or maybe at the
annual advent concert? Maybe
you were even fortunate enough
to receive a singing valentine
from the sauvest men in polka-dotte- d
bowties this campus has
ever seen.
If you're a fan from those
days, this album will recapture
for you all that was good about
this foursome. The energy and
sheer joy they brought to singing
is amply evident on this disc.
Moreover, this album is in-
credibly well-polishe- d. The blend
and balance are almost perpetu-
ally perfect, and the few slips in
this regard can easily be over--
ili mm .um
What: slide lecture and
reception for Anita
Douthat art exhibit
When: Today, 7 p.m.
Where: Olin
Auditorium
be accompanied by the printing-ou- t
paper, Douthat uses miniature
versions, such as model ships and
toys, as in the four-pa- rt piece titled
Armada.
Within the limited range of
colors that the gold-tonin- g yields,
the artist controls the color of the
print according to subject matter.
She selectively manipulates the
toning process's characteristic
hues, which range between warm
purple and red and a cooler silver
or grey.
"Whether by working with
objects directly, or with references
to them, Douthat contrasts perma-
nent fixtures in the world with the
shadows they cast," says Catherine
Evans, curator of photography at
the Columbus Museum of Art. "
In this physically demanding,
most low-tec- h process, working
with elements at hand sunlight,
: i : 1
' i i
The cover of Lost in Gambier s self--
spirit to be found in the album.
looked for the big picture.
Given itsmusical diversity and
excellence, this is an album which
should appeal to a wider audience
than simply the group's fan base
and the a cappella enthusiasts out
there (you both know who you
are).
Another joy of this disc is the
album jacket The photos are won-
derful, and the list of "titles that
might have been" for the album is
delightful.
One song, "Lo How a Rose
Ere Blooming," seems a little out
paper, objects and time she trans-
ports us to a dreamlike world, full
of familiar yet intangible images."
While largely undocumented,
the history of the photogram dates
back to the early 1 800s. As a gradu-
ate student at the University of
New Mexico in the early 1980s,
Douthat wrote a critical and his-
torical investigation of the
photogram.
For her, the photogram pro-
vides a way of creating what she
calls a "semi-abstrac- t, symbolic
language" and of "transforming
the impressions of ordinary ob-
jects into mysterious presences."
A native of Alexandria, Ky.,
Douthat is the registrar and admin-
istrative assistantattheCarl Sol way
Gallery in Cincinnati, Ohio.
" She holds a bachelor's degree
in design from the Institute of De-
sign at the Illinois Institute of
Technology and a master's degree
in fine arts from the University of
New Mexico.
In 1992, Douthat received the
National Endowment for the Arts
Visual Artists Fellowship in Pho-tography- .In
1991, she wasawarded
the New England Foundation for
the ArtsRegional National Endow-
ment for the Arts Fellowship in
Photography.
Lost in
Gambier
f Hi
:-t-
ided album hints at the fun
ofplace, the only Christmas carol
nestled among such selections
as "Blue Moon,"'Tn the Still of
theNight," "JavaJive"and"King
of Spain." The inclusion of some
other carols might nave been nice,
to keep company with this clas-
sic.
The biggest criticism I
would level at this album is that
Iwantmore; 13 songsjust wasn't
enough. But considering what
the group did do, I can refrain
from complaining about what
they didn't. Grade: A
J ; s , . AY.
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Anita Douthat's "Golden Lantern,"
I f si iHtTini
The Olin Gallery
now on display in the Olin Gallery ,
Jazz performance tonight
The Kenyon College Jazz Ensemble will perform tonight at 8 pj
inRosseHall.
The concert will include selections by such jazz notables as Johnni
Mercer, Thelonius Monk, Cole Porter and Horace Silver.
Peter Mills, adjunct instructor of music, directs the 10-mem- be
ensemble. Mills holds degrees from the Eastman School of Music an
the University of North Texas.
Indian music concert tonighl
The Great Hall of Peirce will ring with North Indian classical musi
tonight starting at 9. Sponsored by the Horn Gallery, the performanc
includes sitar, tabla and vocals.
Mitali Bhawmik, who has performed extensively in Calcutta an"1
New York, performs on vocals for the group. Samir Chatterjee, who hs
.worked with Jerry Garcia and many other musicians, plays tabla, a sma
Indian hand drum. Daisy Paradis performs on sitar, she has performed
good deal in California and New York.
Seating will be limited to the benches in the Great Hall.
Sunday afternoon cabaret
Erin Hockman '99 will present a cabaret of music at 2 p.m. c
Sunday.
Her program includes "Someone to Watch over Me" by George ai
Ira Gershwin, "AWink and a Smile from the film Sleepless in Seattle at
"With One Look" from Sunset Boulevard by Andrew Lloyd Webbe
with lyrics by Don Black and Christopher Hampton. Other songs con
from the 1950s, 1970s and 1980s.
He you!
STOP SURFING THE NET FOR PORN
Come visit :
The Kaon Collegian
ONLINE
www.kenyon.edu pubs collegian
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Mew comedy group
BY SARAH HART
Senior StaffWriter
Kenyon' s newest sketch com-J-y
group, 1033, offers comedy
r the whole community Sunday
id Monday as it performs its in-jgu- ral
show each night at 9 in
und Commons.
Formed at the beginning of
is semester, the goal of 1033 is to
; funny without offending any of
prospective audience.
The group wants to provide a
tow that is suitable for the entire
mily but will still entertain the
llege students who will make up
e majority of the crowd at the
xformance.
The group's material is "uni-:rsal- ly
amusing," said Maria
orelli '99, "not geared toward
iy one group. Everyone should
id it amusing."
The group will perform
ughly an hour of short sketches
itten by group members. Each
jmber contributes as a writer.
"I think we've got good, qual- -'
material. I think it will make
Musical theater, opera, dancing
staged in Rosse this weekend
BY BETH WALKENHORST
StaffWriter
Students from the music
epartmenf s Opera and Musical
"heater Workshop class will per-
son a diverse rxt)gram of music
overing three centuries this Fri-a- y
and Saturday in Rosse HalL
he show begins at 8 p.m. Friday
od 3 pan. Saturday. It will last
proximately one and a half
ours.
Students will perform a va-e- ty
of musical theater, operetta
id opera. The show is double
ist for Friday and Saturday
ights, meaning different stu-;n- ts
will perform some of the
BY JAMES SHERIDAN
Film Critic
sing Arizona
lay 8 p.m.
ley Auditorium
Brothers Joel and Ethan Coen,
audacious minds behind The
Lebowski, Fargo, and Blood
pie, absolutely dazzle in this
etic 1987 film.
Raising Arizona is the story
i small-tim- e criminal H.I.
las Cage) and the police-ia- n
who falls in love with him,
ina (Holly Hunter). Edwina is
rule, so the pair resort to kid-n- g
Nathan Arizona Jr. from a.
Ithy businessman. Other crimi-- ;
become involved, the
aping goes sour and general
hem ensues.
Also starring Coen brothers
lj; WOK ttsuTT
What: 1033 sketch
comedy performance
"When: Sunday and
Monday, 9 p.m.
Where: Gund
Commons
people laugh," said John Green
'00.
Audiences can expect surpris-
ing and offbeat sketches. "It's not
offensive," said Will Hickman 99,
"but it can still be incredibly
strange."
One of the hardest things for
the group has been trying to limit
their creative output. "There's so
much funny material," said Horelli,
"it' s hard to pick a list of things to
keep the show under an hour."
This limitation has actually
succeeded in providing a greater
creative outlet for the group.
"We can't go for offensive,"
What: Opera and
Musical Theater
recital
When; Friday, 8 p.m.,
Saturday, 3 p.m.
Where: Rosse Hall
pieces each night
"It is a really upbeat and fun
show ... some dancing and singing
and all of that good stuff," said
Aleta Katra '00, a member of the
class.
staples Frances McDormand and
John Goodman, Raising Arizona
is a high-veloci- ty dark comedy, a
colorful and almost cartoonish ar-
ray of characters.
As H.I. puts it to the clerk at
the convenience store, "I'll be tak-
ing these Huggies and whatever
cash ya got" Quite simply, a very
funny film that has achieved near
cult status.
Pi
Sunday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
At the Sundance Film Festi-
val, writer-direct- or Darren
Aronofsky won the Director's
Award for his amazing achieve-menti- n
the 1998 film Pi. The film,
shot independently for only
$60,000, has emerged as one of the
major success stories of the year.
ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
seeks humor without offense
1
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1033 members Dean Simakis '02, Randy Riggs '01, seniors Lindsay Maher, Rea Oberwetter, Scott Guldin,
Ben Vore, Maria Fiorelli, John Green and Levin O'Connor '01.
said Rea Oberwetter '99, "we can' t
go for shock value, so we' ve had to
be really creative which has pro-
duced some things that are really
funny."
President Scott Guldin '99 saw
the need for a new breed of com-
edy group on campus and was
instrumental in forming 1033. The
group is named for a sports record
set by Guldin' s father.
The show has choreography
by Adjunct Instructors of Music
Heather Bjerke and Kristy
Matson. There will be selections
form Don Giovanni, Fidelio, The
Mikado, The Piratesof Penzance,
Company, West Side Story and
Guys and Dolls.
JeannaVisel 01 said, "Some
of the solos are real knockouts;
come for those if nothing else. I
think it will be a good time for
both the performers and the audi-
ence."
Or as Adam Sapp '02 said it,
"We are bringing a taste of the
opera to Rosse Hall free ofcharge
and without having to buy those
silly little glasses!"
Maximillian Cohen (Sean
Gullette) works with a
supercomputer in his home and
has discovered an important code.
Apparently, the 2 16 digit virus that
has been attacking his programs is
oneof the solutions for chaos theory
and a way of rendering order from
the world.
Soon, a set of Hasidic Jews
approaches Max, intent on pre-
serving the number system which
they believe contains the name of
God. Businessmen from Wall
Street also approach Max because
they believe that he has found the
key to the stock market.
Max always understood math-
ematics as the language of the
universe but now has to deal with
the consequences ofhis discovery,
his increased paranoia and his own
deteriorating mind.
A Kafkaesque nightmare,
f
-
So far Guldin has been very
pleased with the group's growth.
"F ve been very impressed with the
way the group worked together as
a unit It's been pleasing for me to
watch. I think this challenges
people in good ways we extend
ourselves in a way we're not ac-
customed to," he said.
Music faculty member
offers harp, violin recital
Adjunct Instructor of Music
Janet Thompson on harp and vio-
linist David Edge will give a recital
at 7 p.m. on Sunday in Kenyon
Rosse Hall.
The program will open with
"Sonata No. 3 in F Major" by
George Frederick Handel. The first
halfof the concert will also include
"Menuet," "Arabesque No. 2" and
"Girl with the Flaxen Hair" by
Claude Debussy and an Entr'acte
by Jacques Ibert
Following intermission, Th-
ompson and Edge will perform an
excerpt from Swan Lake,
"Roman za Andaluza" by Pablo de
Sarasate, "Crown Him with Many
Crowns" as arranged by Phillip
Keveren, "How Great Thou Art"
and "Old Rugged Cross" as ar
filmed in swirling and intoxicating
high contrast black and white, Pi is
one of the most unusual films of
the year. Intelligent subject mat-
ter, restrained and passionate
direction, and genuine suspense.
Hoosiers
Wednesday 8 p.m.
Higley Auditorium
First time director David
Anspaugh struck gold in his 1987
film Hoosiers, arousing, emotional
story of a roller-coast- er basketball
season.
Coach Norman Dale (Gene
Hackman) appears out of nowhere
and tries to successfully lead the
Hickory, Ind. high school basket-
ball team to victory. Dale must
deal with difficult players, reluc-
tant parents, and his own murky
past as he tries to redeem himself
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"This is also sometimes a
downside. It' s not always fun to be
challenged," said Guldin, "but the
group has responded well."
Other members of the group
are vice president Ben Vore '99,
Lindsay Maher '99, Dean Simakis
'02 and sophomores Levin
O'Connor and Randy Riggs.
ranged by Thompson, and
Havanaise by Charles Camille
Saint-Saen- s.
Thompson is an instructor of
harp at the College as well as harp-
ist and principal violist for the Knox
County Symphony Orchestra. She
has studied privately with Jean
Harriman at Ohio State Univer-
sity. In addition, she is a composer
ofmusic for harp, piano, and choir.
Edge has been a full-tim- e
member of the Columbus Sym-
phony Orchestra fori 3 years. He
holds a bachelor's degree in music
from Indiana University and a
master's degree in music from
North western Uni versity. Afound-in- g
member of the Seraphim String
Trio, he also teaches violin and
maintains a private studio.
through the team. He falls for
teacher Myra Fleener (Barbara
Hershey) and takes alcoholic fan
Shooter (Dennis Hopper) under
his wing, promising him aposition
as an assistant coach if be sobers
up.
The players start to believe in
themselves and end up in a David
and Goliath type of situation in the
finals of the Indiana tournament
As one player puts it in the huddle,
"Win this for all the small schools
who never got a chance to get
there."
A film of grace, power and
emotion, Hoosiers still packs a
punch as the ultimate comeback
movie. It accurately depicts a
small-tow- n community engrossed
by its basketball team. Hopper
earned an Academy Award nomi-
nation for his supporting role as
Shooter.
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Summer Send Off band offers night of music
BY JOHN SHERCK
A & E Editor
Waiting for Molly, one of three
Kenyon bands scheduled to play at
nextweekend's Summer Send Off,
will perform this Friday from 10
pjn. to 1 a.m. in Philander' s Pub.
"We're pretty much acoustic
rock with lots ofvocal harmonies."
said Chris Meyers '02, who sings
and plays guitar for the group.
"We play a sort of rockfolk
style," said Kelly Duke '01, also
on guitar and vocals.
Waiting for Molly also in-
cludes first-ye- ar students Rob
Drebus on bass, Jessica Huff on
keyboards and vocals and Winston
Sale on drums. The band will play
three sets, each of six or seven
songs, ofalmost exclusively origi-
nal music.
"The first set is all acoustic,"
said Meyers" "We'll be playing
some different arrangements ofour
originals. ... The acoustic setting
puts more emphasis on our voices."
This set will feature in three-pa- rt
vocal harmony Duke, Huff
and Meyers.
"Most of our songs normally
have three part harmony," said
t i
1 j: wm Mft i
"What: Waiting for
Molly performance
When: Friday, 10 p.m.
Where: Philander s Pub
Meyers, "but the voices should
stand out more here.
"The other two sets will have
us rocking out," Meyers said. "I
might even pick up an electric gui-
tar for a couple of songs."
The evening will include cov-
ers of songs by Madonna, Sarah
McLachlan, Over the Rhine and
Jackopierce.
The group's focus, however,
is on original work.
Meyers, who writes most of
the group's songs, said "I really
don't like to separate writing the
lyrics and writing the music. I
really should be a little biased to-
wards music-drive- n songs, because
I've played jazz piano for most of
my life, and non-voc- al jazz really
places an emphasis on what you
can do with a song musically.
"But I like writing songs that
PIIOIIATIIOEI
The Alcove
AMC Theatres
Big Bear
Bob Evans Farm Restaurant
Burger King
Colonial City Bowling Lanes
Colonial City Cinema
The Columbus Zoo
Council Travel
The Dan Emmett House Hotel
Donato's Pizza
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Waiting for Molly members Rob Drebus '02, Winston Sale '02, Chris Meyers '02 and Kelly Duke '01 perform
earlier this year in Gund Commons. The band will play this weekend in Philander's Pub.
are fairly simple musically,"
Meyers continued. "They some-
times do some weird things, but
are generally pretty straight foward.
"I do put equal importance on
lyrics, though. It usually takes me
a while to settle on ones that I'm
content with. I hate cheesy lyrics,"
said Meyers. "But I try to not write
songs about the regular topics.
"I try to write most of my
songs about truths that are evident
in the world. Songs about the way
we live, and the way we are."
Despite big performances the
next two weekends, Waiting for
Molly is already looking ahead to
next year.
"I see the band trying to branch
out and experiment with different
sounds," said Duke. "We would
love to use some different instru-
ments maybe electric guitar,
madolin, harmonica. I personally
would love to add a cello on a
couple of songs."
"We've been talking a lot
about touring," said Meyers, "and
at least playing some of the major
cities around here next year."
The Office of Alumni and Parent Relations and
Annual Funds would like to thank the following
sponsors of the 1999 Student Phonathon!
Flapper's
GambierDeli
Gault's
Hardee's
Hunan Garden
Jody's Restaurant
KFC
Kroger
LBIS
Long John Silver's
The Ohio Restaurant
Paramount' s Kings Island
The Pirates' Cove
PNC Bank
R&M's Southside Diner
Ryan's Family Steak House
See's Candy Shops, Inc.
Star-Bri- te Car Wash
Subway
Table Rock Golf Club
Taco Bell
Video Update
The Village Inn
The Village Market
Weisshouse
Wise Jewelers
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Track teams compete at All-Oh- io Invitational
Lords battle the elements, prepare for
BY DANA MONDO
Senior StaffWriter
Every year Ohio's Division
HI student athletes come together,
rain or shine, to compete against
one another in the prestigious All-Oh- io
Invitational. This year's
meet, held at Ohio Wesleyan Uni-
versity, saw mostly rain, not to
exclude high winds and occasional
bail.
Although he races most often
in the 400m dash, John Jordan '99
doubled his distance and reaped
the rewards, finishing the 800m in
a tie for 12th place. Jordan cred-
ited a change in strategy for his
success. "I was really happy with
my race. I went out faster than
normal in the first 400 meters, bat-
tling a runner from Baldwin
Wallace. Four runners passed me
in the last 100 meters, but it was
good to re-lea- rn the lesson of what
not finishing hard feels like. I'll
be working on sprint finishes at
practice," he said.
Despite conditions Ken
McNish '01 classified as "danger-
ous and brutal," he still managed
to place fifth in the triple jump.
Ryan Snyder '99 also felt that
the weather was detrimental and
led to an inconsistent pace, cost--
Track and Field Results
(All-Ohi- o Invitational, April 16)
Moj Women
1500m nm talQOm relay Wmdadi
11 Wood 41844 8. Keoyoa 53.54 8. Mondo 1:02.29
17. Neitz 1:05.84
VtTtm rtpl..5000m nm
4.Sovder 15:38.6 7.Kpo 12:45.6 lOOmdash.
20. Hall 14.36
Iivefti throw 1300m IU1
12. Buige 1459" 9.Wuo 5:15.75 fiOOmiteih
25 Webec 1088" l.ShulU 2:18.7
inOmhitfhbunflfil 7. Lynn 223.1
IPiau Vd. 166
5.Evener 32:56.0 4QQm ml hutdlH
5000m ru 20.Vyrostek 1:165
800m dash 16. Espouto 21:05.59
lZJordw 1:59.1 4s400ni relay
pimp 7. Kenyon 4:17.5
frlWm relay 13. Shield. 136.75"
11 Kenyon 47.90 lPJUlia
HMjuBB 2. Sharp 38:30.7
Lonohimp 2-Vi- rd. 52"
16.Ktlrin 1890 11. Scott 410" Javelin throw
10.Vard 956"
TrinV. himp 3QQQmnu
S.McNuh 40130" 3.Breiner 10:53.2
Two more close losses
BY JOHN JORDAN
StaffWriter
The Lords baseball team (7-1- 7
overall, 1-- 7 North Coast Ath-
letic Conference) was swept in
a doubleheader by the Ohio
Wesleyan Battlin' Bishops (12-- 0
NCAC), 6--5 and 2-- 0 Saturday.
Kenyon's game against Hiram
College scheduled Sunday was
cancelled due to rain and has not
been rescheduled.
In the first game against the
Bishops, Carl Weber '02 took
the mound. Kenyon was ahead
5-- 2 through the top of the fifth
'People who have performed well this year shoud
spell success for Kenyon at the conference meet.'
Tony Callandar '99
ing him a chance at qualifying for
nationals. Snyder said, "In the
5000m, I felt the rain pick up al-
most immediately after the gun
went off. In many places the first
lane of the track was under an inch
of water. After a slow second lap
of 77 seconds, the next two were
in 68 and 70, which I think hurt
me later in the race."
He continued, "I managed to
hang tough, but running a race in
those conditions is not an experi-
ence I want to repeat. I'm look-
ing forward to a couple more
showdowns with Denison sopho-
more Joe Dunham in the 1500m
and the 5000m at the North Coast
Athletic Conference champion-
ships."
The sprinters were hindered
both by illness, as Andrew Mills
'02 did not make the journey out
to Delaware, and by injury when
Aaron Hamilton '01 had to pull up
short in his anchor leg of the
4x100m relay after re-aggrava- ting
a strained hamstring. Tony
Callandar '99 said, "It has been a
inning. Mitch Swaggert '00 re-
lieved Weber in the fifth. Unfor-
tunately, Swaggert was cold,
giving up four runs in bottom of
the inning. Afterword, Swaggert
settled down, but the Lords
could not come back in the final
two innings.
Mike Krejci '02 said, "We
can't be scared and afraid to
make mistakes when we take the
lead; we have to keep taking it
to them."
In the second game,
Swaggert pitched well for the
whole game, despite nursing a
shoulder injury. The Lords hit
conference meet
tough year for the sprint team, but
hopefully our health will come
through and we will be able to com-
pete better than we have in years
past"
Looking forward to the re-
mainder of the outdoor season,
Callandar believes that the men's
team is capable of improvement
He said, "We have the talent to
score in both relays. Our strong
distance squad combined with a
revitalized sprint team, points from
the field event and people who
have performed well this year
should spell success for Kenyon at
the conference meet."
Jordan concurred, "Every day
for over a week I have been think-
ing about and preparing for the con-
ference championship. I cannot
wait for our team to go out and do
our best in that exciting meet. All
indoor and outdoor track builds up
to that meet and we will be ready."
The Lords will take to the
track for one final pre --conference
tune-u- p Friday afternoon at
Denison University.
for baseball
well but did not bring runners
home. For both games the Lords
had a total of eighteen hits, but
they did not capitalize on them.
The Lords will be home to-
day against Denison University
at 2 p.m.
Tun Gillette '00 said, "If we
can play as well as we did Satur-
day against Denison University,
we should win both games; it is
a matter of our team maintaining
focus and intensity." ,
Following today's game, the
Lords will continue their
homestand Saturday against
Earlham College at 1 p.m.
Sixth place finish highest in All-Oh- io
history for Ladies track ,
BY MELISSA HURLEY
Senior StaffWriter
The Ladies track and field
team blazed through arctic
winds and driving rains Satur-
day at the All-Oh- io Champion-
ships hosted by Ohio Wesleyan
University and finished in sixth
place. This finish, the highest in
Kenyon history, seats them at
second in the North Coast Ath-
letic Conference.
The first of four ladies to
earn top honors on the All-Oh- io
team, Laura Shults '00 emerged
from the pack of 800m runners
in first place. Coach Duane
Gomez called Shults's race "im-
pressive." He continued, "This
is Laura's second fastest time
ever. She put on a huge kick in
the final 100 meters and buried
her competitors. I guess this is
why her teammates call her 'the
stallion.'"
Molly Sharp '01 also gar-
nered All-Oh- io honors, finish-
ing second in the 10000m with
a new Kenyon record and per-
sonal best by almost three min-
utes. The previous record, held
by Gretchen Baker '97, was
38:34.2.
Sharp's run appeared effort-
less, according to Gomez. "This
was probably the best race that
Molly has ever run at Kenyon.
She was in complete control,
very relaxed, and just looked
awesome the entire way. In fact,
she even ran a negative split,
running the first 5000m in 19:22
and the second in 19:08."
Katie Varda '99 also earned
a spot on the prestigious All-Oh- io
squad, high jumping into
the turbulent air. Varda at-
tributes her success and the suc-
cess of her teammates to "men-
tal toughness." She explained,
"Weather affects everybody on
the track. It is a matter of who
can rise above the rain, cold and
numbness and focus on the task
at hand."
Christine Breiner '99, the
final member of the elite All-Oh- io
team, finished third in the
3000m run.
Other Ladies earned points
in the meet. Varda ran into sixth
place in the 100m high hurdles.
Katherine Kapo '02 finished in
seventh place in the steeple-
chase, setting a new personal
I JUS'S;
'We made the most of
bad weather by still
concentrating on our
individual perfor-
mances, making our
competitors work really
hard and getting the
times that were neces-
sary for us to place.'
Laura Shults '00
record by 20 seconds in her sec-
ond outing in the event. Gelsey
Lynn '00 also earned seventh
place in the 800m run.
The mile relay team of Erica
Neitz '01, Lynn, Shults and Dana
Mondo '01 sailed into seventh
place. Lynn ran an especially fast
62 second split. Neitz com-
mented on her strategy, saying,
"I just wanted to get out of the
blocks as fast as I could and keep
the momentum throughout the
race. For my entire 400 meters, I
told myself 'run fast, you crazy
thing you.' After I handed off the
baton, I watched my teammates
run fast and crazy too."
The 4x1 00m relay team of
Neitz, Sarah Vryostek '02,
Maraleen Shields '00 and Mondo
finished eighth. Mondo also
scored points in the400m run.
Alison Esposito '01 re-
ceived the title of "Kenyon
Lady of the Week" for her ef-
fort in the 5000m run. After a
fierce battle with a physical
Otterbein runner who sported
sharp elbows, Esposito man-
aged a personal record finish,
beating her competitor.
Shults summed up the meet,
stating that "despite the rain, hail
and all around bad weather, our
team really pushed to perform. I
feel we made the most of bad
weather by still concentrating on
our individual performances,
making our competitors work re-
ally hard and getting the times
that were necessary for us to
place. It was a really important
meet in our season and I am
happy to say that we placed ex-
tremely well by just going out
and being aggressive."
The Ladies' next meet will
take place Friday at Denison.
t..t(THROUGH APRIL 12)
NCAC Overall
PlaceSchool W L Pet. W L Pet
1. Ohio Wesleyan 6 0 1.000 19 9 .679
2. Allegheny 7 1 .875 17 5 .773
3. Wooster 5, 1 .833 22 8 .733
4. Wittenberg 5 3 .625 14 13 .519
5. Earlham 3 5 .375 7 13 .350
6. Denison 3 7 .300 6 12 .333
7. CWRU 2 6 .250 8 16 .333
Kenyon 1 3 250 7 12 .368
9.0berlin 0 6 .000 1 16 .059
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Glass versus crass
BY JENNY MCDEVITT
News Editor
It was inevitable, really, that
NHL legend Wayne Gretzky would
one day retire. It was equally inevi-
table that NBA troublemaker Den-
nis Rodman would eventually hear
the words, "That's enough. Get out
of here." But we all figured neither
would ever really happen. Yet in one
short week, hell has frozen over and
both have occurred.
If it is a contest of character, of
class, Gretzky wins, hands down.
Good vs. Evil, or, well, the Great One
vs. the Ugly One. But it isn't a con-
test, because Rodman can't even
enter this arena. When it comes to
character andclass, he simply doesn't
have any.
Gretzky left his game by his
own decision. Fans wanted onemore
season. The league wanted one more
season. The Prime Minister of
Canada and the
head of Cable-visio- n
'NHL
pleaded
for one more Gary Bettman
commissioner
an-
nounced that no one in
the league will ever
wear No. 99 again. He
is polite. He is hard
season. And
with tears in his
eyes and the
grace he always
displayed both
on and off the
ice, the Great working. And
One quietly re
. .
fused "It's agut married Carmen
feeling," he
said. "Somet-
hing I believe
Electra, in any
way.'
is right"
Rodman left his game because
the Lakers had had enough, because
be wasn't helping them win it's
hard to win games when you fre
quently refuse to play and be-
cause, as the final straw, he was late
to practice because, he said, be
couldn't find his socks and shoes.
Quite simply, he'd gone too far for
too long, with too little return.
Both Gretzky and Rodman are
great athletes, although no one will
contest that Rodman is anywhere
near as dominant as No. 99. Yet both
of their careers were influenced by
their public personas. It's just that
Gretzky 's is far more admirable.
Rodman is (was?) a great bas
ketball player. As a member of the
Detroit Pistons' championship teams
in the 80s and a contributor to the
Chicago Bulls' unprecedented suc-
cess in later years, Rodman proved
himself one of the elite rebounders
and defenders. But for every great
play there were two new tattoos and
hair colors, and for every victory
there was disturbing behavior. He
was rude. He was violent. He mar
ried Carmen Electra, sort of . The list
goes oa When he is done playing,
his antics will outlive his statistics.
Gretzky, on the other hand, was
only ever outdone by himself, and
the only things overshadowing his
success were the 61 individual
records he holds, and most likely will
hold forever. The only thing bigger
tfwn Grctzky the player was Oretz ky
HILL
the Legend He holds almost every
record there is, and he has won al-
most every honor toe NHL bestows
on its athletes, including four Stanley
Cups and nine Hart Trophies as the
league's Most Valuable Player. Even
if he never scored a single goal
which he did a record 894 times
be would still bold the record for
most points, based solely on his as-
sists, which total a record 1963.
lie is the Great Ore, mentioned
in the same breath as Michael Jor-
dan, Babe Ruth andMuhammad Ali
The Hall of Fame has announced
they will waive the traditional three
year waiting period and induct
Gretzky in November. NHL com-
missioner Gary Bettman announced
before Gretzky's final game that no
one in the league will ever wear No.
99 again. He is polite. He is hard
working. And he never married
Carmen Electra, in any sort of way.
And perhaps all of this is ech-
oed in their respec
tive farewell par-
ties. Rodman was
dismissed quietly
in the night,
chalked up simply
as an embarrass
ment, ana it is
likely his NBA
days are over. Not
he never wiU miss
him.
The celebration
sort of for Gretzky, how-
ever, continues
though the final
game has past.
There was a pre-ga-me celebration,
he was given a car andafter the game,
he took several last, teary laps around
the rink, soaking it all in, No. 99 on
his back for the final time.
At the end of his storied career,
the greatest player to ever lace up
hockey skates did his job, registered
ore final assist and said goodbye. No
one has ever played better, and no
one probably ever will play as well
but the Great Ore still gave credit to
others, as has always been his style.
"I feel so lucky to be able to play in
the NHL,"he said T ve been so for-
tunate to play with some of the great-
est players, against guys I admired
so much ... And it would be nothing
without family and the great friend-
ships I have developed over the
years."
Rodman, on the other hand
left imparting his wrath one final
time. "They have to have a fall guy,
and basically I'm the fall guy," he
said. "The Lakers are cowards not
to take the fall for some of the
things that have happened this
year."
So while one of the greatest
athletes in history went quietly into
the night, one of the most contro-
versial left with a big fuss and a
bigger chip on his shoulder.
Good vs. Evil Great vs. Ugly.
Class vs. Crass. Any way you look
at it, Wayne Gretzky Ls the Man,
the Great One, and well, Dennis
Rodman's alwpys hem the Worm.
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Draft day
BY GEOFF LOOSE
Staff Columnist
The National Football
League's 64th annual selection
meeting had its share of exciting
moments, horrible picks and
draft day steals. While viewers
were not treated to another epic
verbal spouting match between
Mel Kiper Jr. and members of the
NFL personnel community, this
draft was very intriguing.
This draft will be remem-
bered for its deep and talented
quarterback class, which had five
of its quarterbacks drafted in the
first 1 1 picks. Also, Mike Ditka's
insane draft day trade for Ricky
Williams, in which Iron Mike
gave the Washington Redskins
all of his picks in this year's draft
and two in next year's draft,
added some tremendous drama to
the weekend.
Sustained drama and pru-
dent selections can make a team
very successful in the NFL, as
highlighted by Minnesota's re-
cent success. The Detroit Lions,
Arizona Cardinals, Cleveland
Browns, Pittsburgh Steelers and
St. Louis Rams all drafted very
well, and should enjoy some suc
cess in the near future. Detroit's
last two drafts have to be consid
ered the best in the league, be-
cause they have selected players
Ladies split Softball doubleheader
BY DAN HOULIHAN
AND JEROEN KNIEP
" StaffWriters
After having their previous
game washed out due to rain, the
Ladies faced Otterbein Wednes-
day. Early morning skies foretold
another cancellation, but as the
Ladies took the field the clouds
blew away. The Cardinals (4-1- 9)
came into the first game of the
doubleheader looking to extend
the Ladies' four game losing skid.
Kenyon's defense was ignited
by two quick strike outs from
pitcher Denise Darlage '02. This
impressive pitching continued
throughout the game, as Darlage
allowed only one run in seven in-
nings.
While Otterbein struggled of-
fensively, Kenyon's offense
started off hot, getting three runs
in the first inning. The first three
at-ba- ts for Kenyon all resulted in
runs from Erin O'Neill '02, Sara
Halicki '00 and Kristyn Rainey
'02. With this early lead, Kenyon
was able to hold off the Cardinals
and gain a 4-- 1 victory.
The second game brought
more runs but lacked the defensive
intensity of the first game. The first
inning started off just like the first
game, with the Ladies scoring two
quick runs, which were ignited by
a Kristi Kose '99 triple, bringing
Wliri;i iri:u liioioWf (f .swwpfi.
wonders and blunders
'The Detroit Lions, Arizona Cardinals, Cleveland
Browns, Pittsburgh Steelers and St. Louis Rams
all drafted very well, and should enjoy some
success in the near future.'
who can contribute immediately.
In 1998 the Lions selected
Terry Fair (defensive back, Ten-
nessee), Charlie Batch (quarter-
back, Eastern Michigan) and Ger-
mane Crowell (wide receiver, Vir-
ginia). This year the Lions nabbed
potential impact players such as
Chris Claiborne (linebacker,
USC), Aaron Gibson (offensive
tackle, Wisconsin), Jared Devries
(defensive tackle, Iowa) and
Sedrick Irvin (running back,
Michigan St). Gibson, the 6'8,"
371 pound defensive lineman and
implosion specialist, should give
Barry Sanders a tremendous
amount of blocking help.
On the flip side of draft day
success are the perennial losers, the
San Diego Chargers. This is the
team that traded away a couple of
first round picks and Eric Metcalf
to the Arizona Cardinals to draft
Ryan Leaf last year. Leaf's rookie
campaign was horrible, and his ver-
bal abuse of a journalist is what he
will be most remembered for. Leaf
is an amazing physical specimen,
but he lacks the maturity, intelli
A
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Katie Hitchcock '00 demonstrates her
Rainey across the home plate.
The following inning showed
another solid effort by Kenyon,
keeping the game close and pre-
serving the Ladies' lead at 2-- 1.
However, Kenyon's infield de-
fense fell apart in the third inning,
committing various errors and al-
lowing five runs. This inning in-
cluded the return of pitcher
Kassandra Schcrer '01 w ho was
gence and savvy that makes qua-
rterback successful in the NFL.
This year's draft was even
worse for the Bolts as they
chose fifth round projection
Jermaine Fazande in the second
round and Steve Heiden, who
was projected as an undrafted
free agent, in the fifth round. In
addition to counting on Jimmy
Johnson's incredible draft day
trades, the NFL is becoming
used to Bobby Beathard's draft
day disasters as general man-
ager of the Chargers.
Players who should contrib-
ute immediately include Torry
Holt (Rams), Chris McAlister
(Ravens), Chris Claiborne (L-
ions), Aaron Gibson (Lions),
Champ Bailey (Redskins), Jevon
Kearse (Titans), and Anthony
McFarland (Buccaneers).
Draft day steals appear to be
John Jansen (second round,
Redskins), Joe Germaine (fourth
round, Rams), Cameron Spikes
(fifth round Rams) and Anthony
Poindexter (seventh round,
Ravens).
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Matt Brown
good batting eye, ducking an inside ball.
finally cleared to play after her
shoulder dislocation.
The offense of the Ladies
struggled after its quick start, but
was kept alive by first baseman
Katie Hitchcock '00, who drilled a
triple into center field and brought
home Kenyon's third run.
In an attempt to stop the Ca-
rdinals' offensive barrage, yet an-se- e
SOFTBALL, page nineteen
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Rough tournament for
BYJEROEN KNIEP
StaffWritcr by
The Kenyon golf team traveled 25
to the Country Club ofWooster Fri-
day and Saturday to tee off for that
third meet of the season. After starti-
ng the season slowly, the Lords had
to make things happen this week-ai- d
in order to stay competitive with
tbeir rivals.
After the first day, Kenyon found
themselves in last place, but trailing
Case Western Reserve University by
Ladies second
BY ALYSOUN JOHNSTON
StaffWriter
The Kenyon women's tennis
team carried the momentum they
gathered from the Great Lakes Coll-
ege Association tournament into the
NCAA Midwest Regionals in Madis-
on, Wisconsin Friday and Saturday.
The Ladies faced Washington
University Friday and came out of
the match with a 7-- 2 victory. The
semifinals followed Saturday as
the Ladies challenged the team
from Luther College. Kenyon
again emerged victorious with a
score of 7-- 2. Gustavus Adolphus
College finally checked the
Kenyon Ladies winning streak as
they took the win in the finals 6--2
Softball: home game
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 18
other pitcher stepped up to the
mound. Although trailing 12-- 4 go-
ing into the seventh inning, the
Ladies managed to score two runs
and load the bases, but were un-
able to overcome the huge deficit,
losing 12--6.
The Ladies get back into conf-
erence action this weekend as they
host the current leader of the North
Coast Athletic Conference, Case
Western Reserve University (4--2,
Lacrosse: Ladies to face Earlham
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
cannon shot of her own. Roundi-
ng out the opus was Lacavaro,
who connected on another free
position.
The rest of the game saw
Colorado score six more goals to
the Ladies' three, scored by
Woelkers, Colestock and
Lacavaro, but the final score of 1 9-- 11
does not reveal how close this
game was. Kenyon was able to
penetrate the Tigers' defense and
fire off shots. Several of these shots
Men's lax:
on Oberlin
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 20
eled to Marietta and won by a deci-
sive 25-- 8 margin. The starters were
removed by halftime, allowing
younger players to gain some playi-
ng time.
Said Ribeiro, "Our team was
rallied by the strong offensive ef
only one stroke. The Lords were led
John Idoine TJQ, who shot a deter-
mined 86 to place himself in the top
of die leader board. The high scores
on Friday were mainly due to the
weather conditions.
Idoine had high hopes for day
two of the Wooster Invitational, but
again he saw his goals washed out
Not literally, because although con-
ditions were wet, the 18 holes were
still played. This time, however,
Idoine shot a 94 on day two to fin-
ish first for Kenyon and place 54th
in Midwest
and captured the tournament
Tuesday saw a match up be-
tween Denison University and
Kenyon College, which the Ladies
won 6-- 3. Friday pits Kenyon
(THROUGH APRIL 12)
NCAC Overall
PlaceSchool W L Pet W L Pet
1. Denison 3 0 1.000 6 4 .600
Kenyon 2 1 0 1.000 6 6 .500
3.0berlin 3 1 .750 11 4 .733
Ohio Wesleyan 3 1 .750 6 3 .667
5. Wooster 2 2 .500 5 8 .385
Allegheny 0 0 13 3 .813
7. Wittenberg 2 2 .400 4 9 .308
8. Earlham 0 4 .000 2 4 .333
CWRU 0 4 .000 1 8 .111
NCAC) Saturday at 1 p.m. A
sweep this weekend would put
Kenyon back on top of the con
(THROUGH
NCAC
PlaceSchool W-L-- T Pet W-L-- T Pet
1. Allegheny 2- - 1- - 1 .625 11-8- -1 . .575
Denison 2-1- -1 .625 11-8- -1 .575
3. Kenyon 2 - 2 - 0 .500 11-14- -0 .440
CWRU 1-- 1-0 .500 21-7- -0 .750
5. Wittenberg 0 - 2 - 0 .000 19-14- -0 .576
were blocked by Colorado's goal-
keeper and several more rico-
cheted off the post.
"We played some really good
lacrosse today, so we're not letting
the loss get to us," said Crosby.
"We're definitely ready to win our
last two regular season games and
go into the playoffs strong."
Keiner added, "Both of these
road games are very important,
and the feeling of the team is that
we will come out strong against
both Wittenberg and Earlham and
to take
Saturday
forts of such notables as Greg Tate
'02, James 'the bus' Corey '02,
'Flash' Gordon Kinder '02, John
'the heist' Hiester '02 and Toby
Freund '01."
Saturday the Lords will jour-
ney to Oberlin to play the Yeomen
at 1:30 p.m.
SPORTS
Lords golf
overall.
The only bright spot in the dark
sky Saturday afternoon was the per-
formance of Eitan Gauchman '01,
who totaled 89 strokes on day two
to lead the way for Kenyon.
Kenyon finished 14th overall.
Idoine led the Lords with 180
strokes, followed by Matt Beason
'99 (184), Sam Hillier "00 (184),
Gauchman (1 87) and Brian Leonard
'01 (201). The Lords' next meet will
be the Ohio Wesleyan Invitational,
held this weekend.
Region tennis
against Wittenberg University at 4
p.m., which should warm up the
Ladies for the upcoming North
Coast Athletic Conference Tourna-
ment at Wittenberg April 30th.
Saturday
ference standings. The Ladies' next
game will be Friday when they
travel to Capital University.
APRIL 12)
Overall
epd the regular season with two
away wins."
Wednesday the Ladies trav-
eled to Wittenberg and defeated the
Tigers 19-- 9.
The Ladies are on the road
against Earlham Saturday.
HOME GAMES
The
Softball
against CWRU
Saturday, April 24
1 p.m.
Baseball
against Earlham
Saturday, April 24
1 p.m.
Ladies host springtime
volleyball tournament
Although normally considered a fall sport, volleyball
does not disappear completely from Kenyon in the spring, as
last weekend's volleyball tournament hosted by the Ladies
proves.
Teams from Denison University Capital University,
Otterbein College, Oberlin College, Mount Vemon Nazarene
College, and Ohio Wesleyan University traveled to the Ernst
Center Saturday to participate in a loosely structured, day
long tournament in which there were "no real brackets or
final winners," according to Stephanie Goes '01.
The main purpose of having a spring club season is to
remain well trained for the fall season and size up the com-
petition to be faced then. Goes took the level of play at
Saturday's tournament to be a sign of good things to come in
the fall, saying, "I think we are going to rock," while Rhoda
Raji '02 emphasized that "we have to work on the more subtle
aspects of our game."
In addition to the tournament they hosted Saturday, the
Ladies also took part in a tournament at Denison April 10
and a scrimmage against Wooster April 3.
Besides taking part in tournaments with other colleges
in the spring, the Ladies also create opportunities for high
school students to play at the Ernst Center, running junior
volleyball tournaments there. The Kenyon volleyball team
will be hosting a junior tournament for high school teams
Saturday in the Ernst Center.
Ian Showalter
Lords' rained-ou- t tennis
matches rescheduled
The Lords tennis team's pursuit of a national
berth has been delayed as a result of inclement weather
this week.
Kenyon's home match against Wooster Saturday has been
rescheduled for Monday at 1 p.m. on the Baars Courts.
The Lords were scheduled to play at Wittenberg Wednes-
day. The match has been rescheduled for Friday at 3:30 p.m.
After hosting Ohio Wesleyan today at 3:30 p.m., Kenyon
will also play at Allegheny
(THROUGH APRIL 12)
NCAC Overall
PlaceSchool W L Pet W L Pet
1. Denison 4 0 1.000 13 1 .929
Wooster 2 0 1.000 13 2 .867
Kenyon 2 0 1.000 9 5 .643
4. CWRU 3 1 .750 7 1 .875
5. Wittenberg 1 3 .250 5 7 .417
6. Earlham 0 1 .000 2 - 2 .500
Allegheny 0 2 .000. 12 5 .706
Oberlin 0 2 .000 3 13 .188
Ohio Wesleyan 0 3 .000 2 7 .222
next home contest for each
Men's Lacrosse
against Wittenberg
Saturday, May 1
1 p.m.
Women's Tennis
against Wittenberg
Friday, April 23
4 p.m.
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Saturday at 1 p.m.
sport
Men's Tennis
against Wooster
Monday, April 26
1 p.m
Women's Rugby
against Ohio State
Saturday, April 24
12 p.m.
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Lacrosse
Lords squeak past
Wooster, crush
Marietta 25-- 8
BY JESSICA GOLDMAN
Senior Staff Writer
The Lords of lacrosse im-
proved their record to 8-- 3 follow-
ing victories over Wooster and
Marietta College this week.
The Lords were able to se-
cure a win against the College of
Wooster Scots Saturday despite
the rain and muddy field condi-
tions that slightly impaired play.
The relatively low 8-- 5 score does
not reflect the dominance of the
Lords over their opponents. Led
by the aggressive play of Derek
Stowe '01, who tallied a season
record high of 11 shots on goal,
Kenyon controlled most of the
game and fired the ball forty
times at the goal.
In the first quarter, Stowe, John
Brennen '99 and Rich Rainey '99
each contributed a goal, but these
were soon matched by the Scots of-
fense. This early period proved to
be the most challenging for the
Lords, but they were able to break
the deadlock with a goal early in
the second quarter by Brennen.
The Lords maintained this one
goal advantage until captain Matt
Crusey '99 broke through the
Wooster defense in the concluding
(THROUGH
NCAC Overall
PlaceSchool W L PcL W L Pet
l.Denison 3 0 1.000 7 1 .875
Wittenberg 1 0 1.000 6 2 .750
Wooster 1 0 1.000 3 4 .429
4,OhioWesleyanl 1 .500 5 3 .625
5. Kenyon 1 2 .333 6 2 .750
6. Oberlin 0 4 .000 1 7 .125
Ladies shut out Oberlin rugby,
Prepare to face Ohio State Saturday in
last game of spring season
BYCATE NORIAN
StaffWriter
The Ladies rugby team put
another win on the board with
their 3-- 0 defeat of Oberlin Sat-
urday. The Ladies overall
record is now 2-- 4.
Scrum captain Alexis
Braun '01 scored the only
points in Saturday's home game
on a penalty kick towards the
end of the first half. "The en-
ergy between the two teams was .
really high" said Braun, ac-
counting for the closeness of
the score.
The low score also reflects
the balance of the two teams.
Oberlin's players were much
bigger and more physical than
the Ladies. This made the
scrums especially hard, and
driving down field very diffi
SPORTS Thursday, April 22990,
teams squash last night's competition
'
, ...
Paulo Ribeiro '99 charges down field
minutes of the first half and shot
one past the goalie.
Still unsatisfied with this mar-
ginal lead, the Lords came back
from halftime determined to step
up the intensity. However, the
Scots shared this increase in de-
termination and proved to be more
of a threat in the third quarter.
According to Evan Bliss '00,
"Wooster made a run in the third
quarter, but we kept our compo-
sure, scored a few more goals, and
sealed a victory. After Wittenberg,
APRIL 12)
cult. It also made tackles much
harder as it took more than one
player to bring down some of
the Oberlin players.
However, what the Ladies
lacked in size they made up for
in speed and guile. Once the
backs received the ball Kenyon
almost always gained some
ground. The Ladies kept forcing
Oberlin out of bounds, persisted
in tackling them regardless of
their size, and thus were able to
keep the lead and get the win.
The Kenyon Ladies are
looking forward to a rematch
against Ohio State University
Saturday at home around noon.
The Ladies lost their last match
up against the Buckeyes 3-- 0 due
to a penalty kick, but overall the
game was very evenly matched.
This is also the Ladies' last game
of the spring season.
against Wooster.
Matt Brown
there was no way we would al-
low Wooster a glimpse of vic-
tory." Wooster did outscore the
Lords 1-- 0 in the third quarter, but
Kenyon bounced back and reas-
serted its dominance by the final
period.
Stowe re-ignit- ed the Kenyon
offense by scoring a goal at the
start of the fourth quarter. These
goals were followed by two from
Bliss, which were his 70th and
71st career goals, placing him on
track to becoming the all-ti- me
leading goal scorer in Kenyon
lacrosse history. Bliss was also
credited with one assist, increas-
ing his number of career points
to 107. Additionally, Justin
Martinich was credited with two
assists. In goal Greg Clancy '01
played a good game and recorded
six saves.
Wednesday the Lords trav-se- e
MEN'S LAX, page nineteen
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The Ladies prepare to scrum against
Ladies lose last
home game, defeat
Wittenberg 19-- 9
BY RYAN DEPEW
Senior Staff Writer
The women's lacrosse team
played its final regular season home
game at water-logge- d Waite Field
Sunday as the visiting Tigers of
Colorado College hung a 19-1- 1 vic-
tory over the Ladies. It was the last
home contest in the careers of seven
Kenyon seniors: Sarah Colestock,
Megan Cook, Andy Davis, Liza
Davis, Liza Denny, Lesley Keiner
and Ali Lacavaro.
"As a senior, it was a little sad,"
noted Keiner, who Finished the
game with a goal and an assist. "But
it was like every other home game,
I think."
The scoring action began when
Colorado's Keili Kessler trumpeted
into the offensive zone and notched
her first of four goals on the day.
With pinpoint passing, the Tigers
quickly extended their lead on Nikki
Thomas' first of three goals.
When asked if the Ladies knew
much about the Tigers, Annie
Crosby '00 said, "Some of us went
to Denison and watched their game
last Thursday. We knew they were
fast, but we also were ready to play
(THROUGH APRIL 12)
NCAC Overall
PlaceSchool W L Pet W L Pet
l.Denison 4 0 1.000 6 3 .667
2.0hioWesleyan3 1 .750 6 2 .750
3. Wooster 3 2 .600 6 4 .600
4. Kenyon 2 2 .500 2 2 .500
Wittenberg 1 1 .500 4 4 .500
6. Oberlin 1 2 .333 2 5 .286
7. Allegheny 0 3 .000 2 4 .333
Earlham 0 3 .000 0 ' 5 .000
win on penalty kick
. r
Oberlin.
well against them."
The Ladies' first goal came
from Lacavaro, Kenyon's third all-tim- e
leading scorer. She won the
draw cleanly, accelerated down
field, spun through the defense,
and directed a hard shot into the
goal.
The excitement was short
lived as the Tigers continued their
onslaught of scoring with nine
more first half goals. Kenyon goals
were chalked up by Denny, Liza
Davis and Sara Woelkers '02, mak-
ing the halftime score 11-- 4.
A significant difference b-
etween the two teams' style of play
was the frequency of substitutions.
Colorado kept fresh players on the
field at all times, using their whole
bench productively. Kenyon relied
on three subs the entire day. A-
nother difference was the number of
turnovers on passing. While
Kenyon's passes were picked off
a number of times, Colorado's e-
fforts were well orchestrated, as
they were able to connect on a
majority of exchanges.
The second half began with
two quick Colorado goals, but the
Ladies came back in force, sco-
ring the next four. Cook began the
chumming with a hard-foug- ht goal
as the Colorado defense collapsed
on her. Keiner scored on a free
position, and Liza Davis added a
see LACROSSE, page nineteen
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